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Library Groundbreaking
Science Center Dedication

Our Readers Write

More Response to the
Towers Hall Question
I cannot see spending the amount
of money necessary to recondition the
building. My suggestion would be to
replace it. . . and stylize into the new
building the present bell tower. Per
haps it would also be possible to in
corporate some of the furnishings,
stained glass and chandeliers of the
society rooms as a memory to prior
students. — Member Class of ’56

Although I never graduated from
Otterbein, both of our children did.
Moreover, I was privileged to live for
22 years on College Avenire. Every
time I went out my front door I could
see Towers Hall. Its beauty and grace
fed my soul for all those years.
Liberal Arts Colleges were built to
develop the well rounded person.
What a travesty if this Liberal Arts
College, Otterbein, should destroy the
building which is the heart of its phi
losophy! In a world which has be
come increasingly secular, architec
tural beauty should not be destroyed.
— A friend of Otterbein

It is my understanding that pro
gression is still foremost in the minds
of the leaders at Otterbein and rightly
so. Realizing that (Towers Hall) is in
dire need of remodeling 1 would be
in favor of completely replacing the
building with a new structure. Should
the decision be made to replace Tow
ers Hall I will be happy to make what
contributions I can based on my
somewhat meager salary. This type
of progressiveness can only help to
better Otterbein.
— Member Class of ’69

I have my memories — they are
free — but the educating of today’s
youth is what is important. I’m sure
the Trustees will reach the right de
cision and I will try, in my small way,
to contribute to whatever plan they
decide on. We must look to the fu
ture — Member, Class of ’48
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To me Otterbein won’t be the same
without “the Ad Building,’’ on the
other hand. I’m practical as well as
sentimental and I feel two million is
too much to pay for sentiment when it
could be used to help educate young
people. Could some sort of replicas
be made, say for paperweights or just
ornaments? Or could some of the
bricks or flooring be turned into some
sort of souvenirs?
— Member Class of ’29

In response to the request in TOW
ERS for opinions concerning the fate
of Towers Hall, we would like to reg
ister two votes in favor of saving this
beautiful and memory-packed build
ing. We cannot help wondering how
many of the advocates of this socalled progress are true Otterbein
people. That is, are alumni who have
lived and worked and loved in and
around Towers Hall advocating its
demise, or are these people imports
who have been hired to do a job, but
have little or no feeling for Otterbein’s heritage?
It would seem best to retain and
restore the grand old exterior of Tow
ers Hall while redesigning and re
building the interior to meet the
needs of the future.
As concerned alumni, we would
like to pledge $100 toward the restor
ing and rebuilding of Towers Hall,
should this course be decided upon.
— Class of ’60 and ’62

I (have) wondered if possibly the
engineering studies were not designed
to come up with the pre-determined
answer desired by those who would
tear it down. I wonder if they have ex
hausted all the possibilities. The sug
gestion to erect a replica in external
appearances at least, strikes me as
a means of doing ail things necessary
with least pain to the more emotion
ally involved. I don’t trust modern ar
chitects to be sympathetic to things
like this. — Member Class of ’36

In the corner of my desk blotter, at
work, I have a colored picture post
card of Towers Hall. People look at it
and ask what it is. I tell them it’s the
college where I used to teach. Then
they say, “What on earth are you
doing in Miami (Florida)?’’ They think
it is utterly beautiful. Tear down the
“Sosh’’ building or anything else —
all else is monstrosity.
— Former Teacher

Please do not consider doing away
with Towers Hall in favor of a new
and modern building “in which the
dreams of future students can be
born’’ as someone argued in the first
TOWERS editorial. This country needs
dreams for the future that have some
roots in the past. Far too many tra
ditional places and things, not to
mention the ideals they fostered, are
being discarded or taken lightly to
day. Most of those who come to Ot
terbein are drawn there because it IS
a college with traditions.
Colleges need to keep up with the
times, of course. But money used
to preserve the traditional beauty of
our main campus would certainly be
money well spent. I, for one, am will
ing to pledge now at least $100 to be
used for that purpose.
— Member of Class of ’29

I would say, raze the old building
and build what is truly desired in
light of present trends and needs,
and that will go down the years serv
ing the oncoming generations of stu
dents as once did the old structure.
I am grateful for that old building and
will treasure its memory, but the suc
ceeding generations will be grateful
for the new one—and I vote for them!
— Member Class of ’40

I wish to register formal and ve
hement protest to any plans for the
tearing down of this building. Towers
is easily the most beautiful building
on campus, the most interesting ar
chitecturally speaking, and the dear
est to Otterbein tradition.
Surely a college can afford to spend
money to repair a landmark which
has attracted and bound the loyalties
of many people to her “halls of ivy,’’
— Member Class of '69
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Halfway to Goal on
Library Fund
The financial campaign for the
new Otterbein Library has passed the
half-way mark. The federal grant, giv
ing from United Methodist Churches,
funds from Focus on Achievement
and pledges from alumni and friends
are all important parts of the total
effort. To date, $916,566.12 re
mains to be raised to meet the goals
for the Library and for United Meth
odist Scholarship Aid.
A growing number of alumni and
friends are demonstrating in a sub
stantial way their faith in and concern
for Otterbein College. In addition, the
many modest donations added to
gether give tribute to the impact of
Otterbein upon the lives of those who
have known her.
The following represent major con
tributors during 1969 and into
March, 1970: Erdis Robinson Trust,
Chestnut Foundation, Medusa Foun
dation, Westerville Otterbein Women’s
Club, Dr. Homer D. Cassel, ’17, (in
memory of his parents, W. H. and
Callie Cassel).
Dr. and Mrs. Elmer Loomis, ’23
and ’22; Estate of Shauck Barlow, A
’78; Sanford G. Price, Hon. ’68; Sub
urban Motor Freight (designated for
Library, were prior gifts from 196567): Dr. David L. Hike, Hon. L.L.D.
’65 (designated for Library, prior gift
from 1967): Estate of Lena Robins
(prior gift from 1966); Estate of Wal
ter Maring, A ’17, (prior gift from
1968): Friends (in memory of Eldon
King).
Dr. David L. Rike, Judge and Mrs.
Horace Troop, ’23, Rike’s Foundation,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Rail, Friends
(in memory of Mack A. Grimes), Mr.
and Mrs. William Nuhfer, Mr. Zene J.
Smith, Miss Bonita Jamison, ’14.

Grimes Memorial
Friends of the late Mack
A. Grimes, ’41, Otterbein
Alumni Association Presi
dent during 1968-69, may
make contributions to the
Library Building Fund in
his memory. The Mack A.
Grimes Memorial had re
ceived in excess of $1500
at press time.
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Posing on the bulldozer blade during groundbreaking ceremonies were Otterbein library
assistants Jeanette Robinson, Lissa Blasi, Joanne Strecker, and Phlorence Caulker. The
driver is Dan Colvin, representing Knowiton Construction Co.

Groundbreaking for New Library
In order to continue the free and responsible transmission of the
cultural heritage of which we are a part;
We dedicate this plot to the building of a new libranj.
To the cultivation of the finer and deeper responses of man, as
he seeks wisdom;
We dedicate this place to that end.
That the library which will be built upon this site may be a gateway
to lead us from ourselves to the services of all mankind;
We dedicate this land that all mankind may grow in wisdom and
service.
With these expressions of dedication, the first shovelfuls of earth
were turned in ground-breaking ceremonies for the new $2,187,100
Otterbein Library which were held February 23. Actual construction
began promptly the next day.
The 54,000 square foot structure will provide study space for
about 600 students and house more than 160,000 volumes. One level
will be devoted entirely to audio-visual facilities.
In addition to construction costs, $434,500 will be spent on in
terior furnishings and related items.
Financing for the library, being built where Saum Hall and Cooke
House formerly stood, has been provided through a federal grant
of $657,000 under the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 and by
church and private funds.
Program for the ceremonies included the Otterbein Symphony of
Winds, under the direction of Gary Tirey. Sharing the ceremonial
spade duties were Otterbein President Dr. Lynn W. Turner, Dr. Harold
L. Boda, chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Woodrow R. Macke,
Vice President for Business Affairs.
Dr. William K. Messmer, assistant to Bishop Gerald Ensley, rep
resented the United Methodist Church. Also participating in the pro
gram were the Rev. Mr. Robert G. Clarke, Director of Religious Ac
tivities: Westerville City Manager John P. Deppen; Academic Dean Dr.
Thomas J. Kerr; Student Senate President Stephen R. Spurgeon; Otter
bein Librarian John Becker; and the Rev. Mr. Chester R. Turner, Direc
tor of Church Relations and Assistant Director of Development.

Convocation Speakers
Consumer Guardian Here
“Pollution is environmental vio
lence,” the nation’s number one con
sumer guardian, Ralph Nader told an
Otterbein College convocation Feb.
23 as he explored the topic “Environ
mental Hazards: Man Made and Man
Remedied.”
Nader told the Co\wan Hall audi
ence of about 1200 persons that
knowledge to stop air, soil, and water
pollution is not “being used to its
fullest.”
He called the lack of cooperation
by big companies “corporate myo
pia. There are no serious techno
logical obstacles to detering pollu
tion, so they call it too expensive.
Actually, the non-polluting engine is
one of the most trivial projects we
have tackled in the last 20 years,”
he said.
Nader told his youthful audience
to develop technical skills, which,
coupled with a system of personal,
human values, would enable them to
aid in attacking the problems which
they will inherit. “There is no point
in new politics without new citizen
ship,” he instructed. Develop the
stamina and the character, and cou
ple that with a sense of what’s right
and what’s not. This, he concluded,
would enable the students of today
to attack, and to change the pollu
tion problems, which scientists con
cur may become disastrous within
the next 30 years.
Nader is presently engaged in a
one-man crusade to rectify a wide
spectrum of ills confronting Ameri
ca’s buying public. Air pollution and
its causes is one of Nader’s continu
ing battles. He and his unpaid force
of young lawyers, “Nader’s Raiders,”
are presently hitting government and
industry in an effort to clean up the
environment.
Concern with water pollution, dan
gers of radiation overexposure, and
air pollution caused by the automo
bile industry have prompted Nader’s
efforts. In the past, his vocal opposi
tion has led to the National Traffic

and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, Radia
tion and Control of Health and Safety
Act, and the Wholesale Poultry Prod
ucts Act, all of 1968.

International Space Expert
Sir Bernard Lovell, distinguished
director of Great Britain’s Jodrell
Bank Observatory, addressed Otter
bein students and faculty at the April
14 convocation planned as part of the
current Year of Science emphases.
Generally acknowledged as the fore
most international expert on RussianAmerican space efforts. Sir Lovell is
the only Western scientist to ever tour
Russian space facilities within the
Soviet Union. Recently, at the invita
tion of Mstislav Keldysh, president of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences, Sir
Lovell inspected all the major Soviet
optical and radio observatories, the
Russian deep-space tracking network,
and the main Soviet facilities in radio
astronomy.

Ralph Nader

At the conclusion of his 12,000
mile tour, he made world headlines
when he declared that, for all prac
tical purposes, the United States was
alone in the race for a landing on the
moon, since Soviet space efforts were
directed at orbiting a manned satel
lite, 150 miles above the earth. In the
United States, national news media
rushed to interview him, and his views
were profiled in THE NEW YORK
TIMES, NEWSWEEK, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REPORT, and CBS-TV.
A noted educator in England, Sir
Lovell is an honorary Foreign Mem
ber of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and an honorary fellow
of the New York Academy of Sci
ences. Sir Lovell was cited for his
work with the American space pro
gram by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and President
Eisenhower honored him for his work
in the tracking of the deep space
probe Pioneer V.
Sir Lovell is also the author of
“The Individual and the Universe”
and “The Exploration of Outer Space.”

Sir Bernard Lovell
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A Reminder:

Winter
Homecoming
Highlights

Basketball Coach Curt Tong was awarded the
game ball as a souvenir of his 100th Otterbein victory.

Winter Princess Polly Anslow

While the calendar and clock were
set differently from previous years,
the traditions of Winter Homecoming
were enhanced rather than neglected.
The earlier date, January 31, co
incided with the weekend of the stu
dent production of the Otterbein The
atre, “The World of Carl Sandburg.”
In order to avoid conflicts, the Home
coming basketball game with Hiram
was played at 2 p.m.
The afternoon victory proved to be
more than the usual “nice win for
the alumni,” as Otterbein coach Curt
Tong, '56, chalked up his 100th bas
ketball victory since coming to his
present post seven seasons ago.
The customary Varsity 0 search of
the crowd resulted in a court of
sophomore lovelies to reign over the
second half of the game. Honored
were; Miss Polly Anslow, Queen; Miss
Mary Lou Ahrens, Maid of Honor;
Miss Cynthia L. Arganbright, First
Attendant.
In the evening “The World of Carl
Sandburg” was given excellent stag
ing by a student cast and crew under
the direction of senior Teri Hiatt.

Winter Homecoming Dance
The 1970 Winter Homecoming AllCampus Dance was sponsored by
SOUL from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the
Campus Center Dining Hall. Music
by the Five Tones set the mood for
the post Homecoming play dance.
Highlight of the SOUL-planned eve
ning was the presentation and coro
nation of a black queen and her
court. Chosen to reign over the fes
tivities was Loretta Ransom. Her at
tendants were Jane Ann Russell, Maid
of Honor, Tanya D. Smith and Candice L. Scott.
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If you have not yet completed
and returned your Otterbein Col
lege Office Record questionnaire,
please do so as early as possible.
The Alumni Office needs this form
for mailing purposes (such as
TOWERS), data processing, and
compilation of the new edition of
the Alumni Register. Won't you
help us to serve you better?

Teri Hiatt Directs
Winter Homecoming Play
In a day and age when the college
and university students of America
are searching for meaningful methods
of participation in society, and in at
tempting to “do their own thing”
seem increasingly to turn to disrup
tion rather than contribution to to
day's institutions, people should know
about Teri Hiatt.
Doing her “own thing” in theater
and doing it well is an apt description
of Teri, a senior speech and philoso
phy major.
For “The World of Carl Sandburg,”
which she directed as the Winter
Homecoming play, Teri added a num
ber of her own ingredients to the
original script. Director of Theater
Charles Dodrill commented while
watching “The World of Carl Sand
burg” in progress, that “Teri Hiatt is
probably one of the most versatile
theater students we have had in sev
eral years at Otterbein. She is equally
adept at playing comedy or tragedy,
young or old characters; she is a fine
dancer, a better than average singer,
and the evidence indicates she will
be a fine director.”
Equally versatile outside the thea
ter, Teri is an honor student, a mem
ber of “Who's Who Among College
and University Students in America,”
and the first Independent to become
a fall Homecoming Queen at Otter
bein. The latter honor was further
recognized by the city council of
her hometown, Whitehall, and the
state representative from that district,
Keith McNamara, who read a resolu
tion by the House of Representatives
congratulating her.
Area theatre critics were generous
with praise of Teri's creative concepts
and adept execution of them in “The
World of Carl Sandburg.”

Home Ec Styles Shown
on Mothers’ Weekend
Today's fashion trends are set
on college campuses, and Otterbein
Home Economics women proved it on
March 7 at their Annual Spring Style
Revue held on Mother’s Weekend.
A check with a top fashion coordi
nator in an exclusive Columbus wom
en’s store approved the pace the girls
set for the 1970 “in” look. Straight

leg pants suits featuring versatile
tunic tops (which double as minis),
bright and cheery spring colors, and
practical prints were utilized to make
penny-wise, top fashion examples any
woman with some know-how and a
few yards of material could duplicate.
Innovative ideas demonstrated by
the coeds included the “antiquing”
of lace by dipping it in a solution of
tea, a sequined, elasticized belt for a
pants suit which could be used Em

pire style or at the waist, and the
“Hong Kong” hem, a wide bias strip
cut from taffeta attached to the up
turned edge to add shape.
Home Economics Club advisor Mrs.
Margaret Gill and the coeds im
pressed their feminine audience with
day-time wool dresses for $8, school
jumpers at $9, and a dressy, dualpurpose pants suit for $18 which
would make any woman hurry to the
nearest sewing machine.

First Otterbein Study Program in Sierra Leone
As this issue of TOWERS goes to
press, fifteen young women and their
teacher are returning from the first
Otterbein College study program in
Sierra Leone.
Initiated by Mrs. Mildred Stauffer,
Assistant Professor of Education, who
escorted the students, the program
placed senior education majors in six
schools where they worked as as
sistants to the native teachers. Fall
term was spent in preparation for
the African experience during the win
ter. When asked for an evaluation of
the program, Mrs. Stauffer smiles
and says, “That’s what we’re going
to be doing spring term!”
President and Mrs. Lynn W. Turner
accompanied the students and Mrs.
Stauffer to Freetown for an orienta
tion period planned by Albert Acad
emy principal Max Bailor, ’53, and
the United Christian Council. They
visited with the several Otterbein
alumni in Sierra Leone while the girls
were getting settled in their schools
in Njala and Moyamba.
At Njala University College Experi
mental School were Otterbein stu

dents Elaine Armburst, class 5, Patri
cia Deck, class 4, and Sharon Ellenberger, class 6. Cynthia Baughman,
class 5, Betsy Henry, class 4, and
Carolyn Koachway, class 6, shared
experiences at Pelewahun School in
Njala. In the same town but at Taiama School were Janet Cornish, class
6, Colleen Dunston, class 4, and
Linda Whitehouse, class 3.
In Moyamba Karla Courtright helped
Annie Lefevre, ’68, teach home eco
nomics in Harford Girls’ School while
Ronda Fritz taught English in the
same school. In the June Hartranft
School, for younger girls, Judy Glis
ter and Mary Jo Lenk worked with the
fourth and sixth classes, respectively.
Barbara Goellner and Lynda McDon
ald were in fifth and fourth classes,
respectively, at the United Methodist
Council Boys’ School, also in Moy
amba.
“I feel the girls were broadened
and enriched by this contact with an
other culture,” Mrs. Stauffer com
mented upon her return. “I hope to
see the real benefits of this program
show up in their response to their
own classroom situations next year.”

President and Mrs. Lynn W. Turner, Mrs. Mildred Stauffer and the fifteen students par
ticipating in the first study program in Sierra Leone prepare for takeoff.

Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester M. Broderick, '24, President
and Mrs. Turner and Mr. and Mrs. Max Bailor, '53, got
together while the Otterbein group was in Freetown.

Otterbein Senior Linda Whitehouse leads some Njala
children in a game.
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“Roost” to be Renovated
Renovation plans for the lov\/er area
of the Otterbein College Campus Cen
ter and “The Roost," student snack
bar, were approved by the Board of
Trustees at their last meeting.
An informal lounge area, with color
television and card tables, will be
divided from one large open room.
“The Pit," a dropped-floor area com
prising about a fourth of the lower
area, will be left intact for use during
the Otterbein Summer Theatre, and
for Campus dances. The existing up
stairs TV room will be remodeled to
become a music lounge.
“We are only finishing the decorat
ing of the downstairs area," stated
Jack Dickey, Campus Center man
ager. “The plans originated when the
building was designed, and we’ve just
updated the design and decoration
concepts."
“Our plans to redecorate The
Roost' are not completed," Dickey
added. “We are aware of the dissatis
faction among the students about the
lighting and seating. We hope to cre
ate a better atmosphere. Also, by
eliminating the present counter, and
creating a self-serve line, we will be
able to speed up service, and reduce
the cost of personnel needed to oper
ate the service."
Decorating for both the basement
lounge and the snack bar has been
designed by Dickey with the help of
Paul Lazenby, designer and builder.
Popular “barn-plank" siding will be
utilized for the walls in the two areas,
with shake siding to create warmth
and intimacy. Dual purpose of these
two materials is aesthetic and for re
duction of sound. Indoor-outdoor car
peting is also being considered. Paint
ing will be in modern colors and de
signs.
Cost of the lower level renovation
will be $16,000. Twelve thousand
dollars has been approved for the
snack bar. Remodeling of the present
TV lounge is set at $3800.
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'Gail Myers and Capt. Melvin E. Drane admire the latest Angel Flight trophy.

Angels Win Meets
Continuing a winning streak which
began a year ago in Dayton, the Ot
terbein College Angel Flight Drill team
was awarded first place in the 7th
Annual University of Dayton Invita
tional Drill Meet on March 1.
The meet, sponsored by the Dayton Pershing Rifles, was the third
consecutive win for the squad. The
previous week they won first prize in
the Purdue Invitational Meet, largest
of its kind in the country.
A thorough inspection of the unit,
and an individual evaluation of se-

lected members was part of the com
petition.
Gayle Myers, commander of the
Drill Team, is responsible for the pat
terns and movements used by the
squad. Miss Myers explains that the
squad uses 32 individual movements
in their winning drills. Judging was
done on the basis of manner of per
formance, originality and showman
ship.
Captain Melvin E. Drane of the
Otterbein Air Force ROTC staff is the
Drill Team's advisor.

Gets Rotary Fellowship

Book Gifts to Library

Glen D. Shaffer, an Otterbein Col
lege senior from Westerville, has been
granted a Rotary Foundation Fellow
ship for the 1970-71 academic year.
Shaffer expects to spend his year of
study in the field of government at
the University of Lancaster near Lon
don, England.
The son of Col. (USAF Ret.) Glen
C. Shaffer, '32, and the former Zelma
L. Shauck, '34, Shaffer is majoring
in government and seeking a B.A. de
gree at Otterbein. Upon graduation
in June he will be commissioned
a Second Lieutenant in the United
States Air Force, but is expected to
receive a one-year deferment before
going on active duty.
As a student at Otterbein, Shaffer
has served this year as student com
mandant of the AFROTC unit.

The Otterbein College Library has
recently received gifts from a former
professor and a friend of the college.
Dr. Raymond E. Mendenhall, Di
rector of Teacher Training at Otter
bein from 1928-1942, has given the
library an autographed copy of his
book, QUAKER TALES OF NORTH
RIVER.
From the estate of Walter E. Jones,
the library has received a collection
of 93 historical manuscripts covering
the period 1661-1837 and coming
primarily from the small New England
town of Medway, Mass. The historical
notes consist of such items as deeds,
tax records, indenture papers and a
warrant for arrest as well as a wide
variety of items on other subjects.

Ohio Students Can
Receive Grants in 1970
Otterbein students who are resi
dents of Ohio are able to make appli
cation for the new Ohio Instructional
Grant.
The Ohio Instructional Grant Pro
gram, enacted into law by the 108th
Ohio General Assembly in 1969, is a
financial aid program intended to
assist Ohio students having excep
tional financial need enrolled as un
dergraduates in eligible Ohio Institu
tions. The grants shall be awarded
only on the basis of relative financial
need and shall be available to those
eligible students entering college or
returning thereto in September 1970.
The grants are intended to serve as
additional sources of student finan
cial assistance along with other cur
rent forms of aid.
To be eligible for consideration,
the individual must be a resident
of Ohio, a full-time student making
progress toward a degree, not en
rolled in a course of study leading
to a degree in theology, religion or
other field of preparation for a re
ligious profession, and come from a
family where the adjusted effective
income conforms to a certain stand
ard. The adjusted effective income of
the family and the number of de
pendent children in the family will
be the primary factors used to es
tablish the size of the grant which at
Otterbein will vary from $100 to a
maximum of $900.
Details of application procedure
and requirements may be obtained
through the Director of Student Fi
nancial Aid, E. K. Witt.

Status of Admissions
This is an unusual year in the
recruiting of new students. Appli
cations continue to come in daily
and to date we have admitted
more freshmen prospects than we
did a year ago.
Our four-man staff has gener
ated more applications and we are
steadily moving in the direction of
our goal of 400 Freshmen in our
entering class.
We will continue to process ap
plications until such time that we
have filled our quota for Septem
ber, 1970.
—Michael Kish,
Director of Admissions

New Director of P.R.

Dr. Kerr Acting Dean as
Miller Plans for College

Paul (Tom) Clark was appointed
Director of Public Relations for the
college beginning January 5.
Mr. Clark, a recent journalism
graduate of Ohio State University,
was previously associated with the
Ohio Petroleum Marketers Associa
tion where he served as editor of a
monthly industry publication. He has
also been with C. V. Perry and Co. as
advertising manager and McDonnellDouglas Aircraft as a staff technical
writer.
In introducing himself to the Ot
terbein community, Mr. Clark said,
“This is my first experience with ed
ucational public relations and the
future looks quite exciting. My phil
osophy of public relations is quite
simple: plan it well, do it well, and
then TELL THE PEOPLE ABOUT IT.
We at Otterbein do not have to create
an image (a very popular trend to
day); we have only to project the fine
image which Otterbein already has.”

Thomas J. Kerr, IV, Associate Pro
fessor of History, is serving as Acting
Academic Dean of Otterbein College
from December 1, 1969, through the
end of the 1970 spring term.
He temporarily relieves from duty
Dean James V. Miller who has been
asked by the Board of Trustees to
devote this period of time to long
range planning for the college. (See
Autumn 1969 TOWERS.)
Dean Kerr has been on the Otter
bein faculty for the past seven years.
His major field of study is the pro
gressive era of American history
which he explored in more depth
during a sabbatical leave last spring.
An article based on some of his re
search in this area has been accepted
for publication by LABOR HISTORY.
Other publications by Dr. Kerr in
clude “United States Power in the
Modern World; The Parable of the
Elephants and Chickens,” currently
appearing in the March issue of SO
CIAL STUDIES.

Alumni Give Luau for Seniors
It was a lei around the neck with
a kiss of greeting, aloha to all, and a
buffet table begging for second and
third trips when the Otterbein College
Alumni Association hosted a luau for
the Class of 1970.
One hundred sixty Seniors accepted the invitation of the Alumni
Association to the festive evening at
The King’s Inn restaurant in Columbus. Alumni Association PresidentElect and owner of The King’s Inn,
Robert Corbin, ’49, served as toastmaster and general chairman for the
occasion.
Entertainment for the honored
guests was provided at their own request by The Millionaires, the “of-

Robert Corbin
Helen Knight Williams

ficial” popular music group composed of students and alumni under
the direction of Jim Million. There
was sentiment as well as musical appredation involved in the request by
the Seniors. Four years ago The Millionaires had entertained them at
their first dinner together as incoming freshmen.
Senior co-chairmen Terri McMillen
and Shirley Scott had worked actively
with Mr. Corbin and Alumni Relations
Director Dick Pfiieger in planning the
kind of evening which would be enjoyable to both the Seniors and the
members of the Alumni Council who
acted as hosts and represented the
Alumni Association.

The Millionaires
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New Soul Group Sponsors
Pride and Motivation Project
“We want to bring about an aware
ness of our presence, and our per
manence, to Otterbein. We are trying
to help prepare those in our group
for entrance into the mainstream of
life after college.’’
This is the expressed purpose of a
unique Otterbein group called SOUL.
Membership in the group is limited
to those students who are “black or
black-minded.’’
Primary project of the group at
the present time is a serious attempt
at “providing the means and facilities
for junior high school teachers and
administrators to remotivate black
students in the inner-city school sys
tem.’’ SOUL terms this project “Pride
and Motivation.”
While the group does not consider
this program a total answer to the
problems young people face in an
environment of poverty, their aim is
to provide a positive situation be
tween teacher and student, between
student and administrator, and to of
fer exposure to the environment of
higher learning.
As part of the “Pride and Moti
vation Project,” twenty-five Monroe
Junior High School (Columbus) stu
dents visited Otterbein in March to
present a program of music and
poetry in Lambert Hall while their
own art, sculpture and model build
ing exhibits were on display in the
Campus Center.
The youths competed for cash
prizes and awards in five categories
with materials furnished by SOUL.
The five best efforts in each category
were exhibited on campus and judged
on the basis of originality, creativity
and overall quality.
Prior to the selection of works to
be displayed, individual and group
testing of the junior high students’
attitudes was done by SOUL. Atti
tudes toward education, school teach
ers, and administrators were probed
with the assistance of Professor Larry
Cox of the Otterbein psychology de
partment. Further testing will be done
in the near future to determine if any
changes in the attitudes of the innercity youths have occurred.
SOUL is attempting to “help de
velop new attitudes, new values,
pride, and a new motivation toward
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education. The hope is to point
out the opportunities derived from
achievement,” according to John C.
Dunn, senior psychology major.
Future plans under consideration
by SOUL and Otterbein include the
establishment of a “Black House” to
be used as a focal point of black
American culture and history. Pro
grams to assist in orientation of
freshman black students, and to pro
vide black counseling for all black
students currently at Otterbein are
other of the goals SOUL hopes to
accomplish.

Increase in Student Fees
In recent action, the Board of Trus
tees voted to increase student fees
$190 for the 1970-71 school year.
A $150 increase in tuition and fees
and a $40 addition to room and
board costs will make the compre
hensive fee $2,990 for on-campus
students and $2,200 for off-campus,
for Fall Term, 1970.
The present figures are $2,800
for on-campus and $2,050 for those
off-campus.
The Board stated that the action
was necessitated by increasing costs
and inflation. The Board also noted
that the increase was below the aver
age fee increase of other private in
stitutions this year.

President Tours Europe
President Lynn W. Turner returned
last month from a study mission to
Europe sponsored by the Regional
Council for International Education.
Dr. Turner joined nine other col
lege and university presidents on the
three week visit to various European
universities for discussion of current
national and international problems
in higher education.
While in Europe, Dr. Turner vis
ited the Otterbein students currently
studying in Basel, Switzerland, and in
Strausbourg, France. On an earlier
European trip the President visited
with the seven students in Segovia,
Spain.

New Faculty Appointments
Seven full time or part-time ap
pointments to the Otterbein College
faculty have been made during the
winter term.
Edith Walters Cole, ’60, is pres
ently an Instructor for Winter and
Spring terms in the Speech and Thea
tre Department. Majoring in theatre
and business while at Otterbein, she
received an M.A. in public address
from Ohio University.
Mrs. Cole’s career has been one of
variety and activity beginning with
her work on the Democratic Policy
Committee in Washington, D.C. where
she moved after graduation from Ot
terbein. She has also served as tech
nical theatre director at Elmhurst Col
lege and has been on the faculties of
Indiana University and Ohio Wesleyan
University.
She is presently looking forward
to completing work on her doctoral
dissertation.
Karen Fiedler, a native of North
Ridgeville, Ohio, has been named to
the Department of Home Economics
for the Winter and Spring terms and
Richard Thomas, of Sandusky, Ohio,
has been appointed to the staff of the
Department of History and Govern
ment.
Miss Fiedler holds a bachelor’s de
gree from Baldwin-Wallace College
and an M.A. in food and nutrition
from Ohio State University. She prac
ticed her internship at Miami Valley
Hospital in Dayton, Ohio.
While at Ohio State, Miss Fiedler
developed an audio-visual program
of slides and tapes for foods to be
used in study carrels in conjunction
with her master’s degree.
She is a member of the American
Dietetic Association and the American
Home Economics Association.
Thomas, a doctoral candidate at
Ohio State, also holds a B.A. and an
M.A. in history from the same uni
versity.
He has been a part-time member
of the faculty at Wittenberg for eight
years and was with the Department
of Defense for seven years as a mili
tary historian.
(Continued on Page 22)

spotlight on spORts
By Bill Skaates, Sports Information Director

Basketball Season Tallies 15-7
With Help from “Most Valuable” Lorenzo Hunt
To no one’s surprise Otterbein Col
lege’s sparkling senior forward, Lor
enzo Hunt, has duplicated or im
proved on nearly every basketball
achievement he had attained earlier
in his fourth and final season with
the Cardinal cagers.
Coach Curt Tong’s hoopsters clos
ed out the ’69-'70 campaign with a
15-7 record including the champion
ship of the Muskingum Holiday Tour
nament and a victory in Canada over
the University of Waterloo. Tong’s
100th coaching win at Otterbein came
over Hiram at Winter Homecoming.
The 6-3 Hunt from Jamaica, N.Y.,
has earned the Most Valuable Player
vote from his teammates for the sec
ond straight year. Prior to the start
of the recent season Hunt was ap
pointed team captain by Tong and at
the season’s end was named honorary
captain as well by other members of
the team.
Other post-season honors have
been accorded to Worthington sopho
more Dwight Miller as the Most Im
proved Player and to Larry Meffert,
Louisville, Ky., as the Most Outstand
ing Freshman.
Miller started the last nine games
of the campaign and was a double
figure scorer in seven of those starts.
He finished with an 8.6 average play
ing in all but four games.
Meffert proved to be the Cards’
“sixth” man much of the season and
ended the year as the third leading
scorer (9.2 avg.). His single game
high of 25 came in Otterbein’s 77-73
victory over Muskingum in the finals
of the Muskingum Holiday Tourna
ment.
Other accolades for Lorenzo Hunt
include election for the second con
secutive year to a first team berth on
the All-Ohio Conference quintet cho
sen by coaches of the 14-member
league.
Earlier, Hunt was placed on the

second unit of the District Four AllStar team selected by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches.
Other members of the College Divi
sion dream team came from schools
in Ohio, Illinois and Michigan.
Concluding four seasons with the
Otterbein varsity. Hunt has played in
every one of OC’s 88 games during
that period. He has scored 1417
points averaging 16.02 per game. His
career point total at Otterbein is sec
ond only to Little All-American Don
Carlos who tallied 2543 points from
1964-67.
Hunt vaulted into the number two
spot early in his senior year. Other
1000 point career scorers at Otter
bein have been Jerry Wirth, 1143
(1953-56) and Jim McKee, 1074
(1966-69).
Scoring by Hunt improved each of
his four seasons at Otterbein as he
showed yearly averages of 9.9, 13.9,
19.8 and 22.3 during the past cam
paign. During his last two years Hunt
also led the team in rebounding, av
eraging over 10.0 per game.
Hunt’s single game scoring high
of 39 was set during the ’68-’69 sea
son against New Hampshire College
on a holiday trip through New Eng
land. This past year he went over the
30 mark twice as he hit 37 at Kenyon
and closed out with 34 against Ohio
Wesleyan in the home finale.
Within the Ohio Conference during
his last two seasons Hunt finished
fifth in scoring both years, and was
among the top six rebounders both
seasons.
Hunt also topped the list of 15
players on this season’s Otterbein
team who were awarded varsity let
ters by Coach Curt Tong. The U.S.
Air Force veteran was the only mem
ber of the squad to earn his fourth
varsity “0”.
Recipients of their third varsity
award were the other two seniors on

the team, Terry Arnold, Xenia (Beav
ercreek); and Jack Diedalis, Colum
bus (DeSales).
Second-year lettermen were juniors
Dan Armbruster, Waverly; Jim Augspurger, Dayton (Wayne); Dan Helton,
Marengo (Buckeye Valley); Monte
Rhoden, Galloway (Pleasantview); and
sophomores Don Manly, Westerville
(Newton Falls) and Don Sullivan, Chillicothe.

Wrestling Season
Highlights Noted
Junior Mike Dear, Pataskala (Lick
ing Heights) earned runner-up honors
in the 158-lb. class at this year’s
Ohio Conference Wrestling Tourna
ment for Otterbein. Another junior,
Ken Schmitt, Whitehall (Yearling) fin
ished fourth in the heavyweight class.
Schmitt was 10-2 during the regular
season.
Coach Chuck Burner’s matmen
earned regular season wins over Den
ison and Kenyon, and showed defi
nite improvement over the showing
made by teams in recent years. All
members of the squad will be return
ing for the ’71 season.

All-Weather Track;
Pre-Season Tours
A new look on the spring sports
scene this year at Otterbein will be
evident as Coach Elmer (Bud) Yoest’s
track team enjoy their new rubberized
all-weather oval. The track was laid
last fall, allowed to set over the win
ter, and finally was lined early this
spring.
Yoest commented, “We’re really
looking forward to use of our new
track and expect it to broaden par
ticipation in the sport at Otterbein.’’
He was quick to add that it shouldn’t
hurt recruiting at all either.
Over the spring inter-term three of
Otterbein’s spring sports teams took
southern trips. The tracksters jour
neyed to the campus of Florida State
University in Tallahassee for a con
ditioning program.
Both Coach Bob (Moe) Agler’s golf
ers and the baseball team coached
by Dick Fishbaugh were in North
Carolina. The linksmen played a ser
ies of courses in the Ft. Bragg area
while the baseballers completed four
exhibition contests with Guilford and
High Point.
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Dedication of New Science Center
Schedule of Events
Thursday, April 23, 1970
8:00 p.m.
Presentation of the Distinguished
Scientific Achievement Awards in the
Science Center Auditorium. Address
by Dr. W. Thomas Lippincott, "The
Future of Science in Dealing with
Major Cultural Problems.”
Reception follows immediately in
Howard House for alumni award win
ners and emeritii.

W. Thomas Lippincott

“Future of Science . .
Speaker’s Topic
W. Thomas Lippincott attended Cap
ital University where he received his
B.S. degree in 1948, and The Ohio
State University where he earned his
Ph.D. degree in 1954. He returned
to join the faculty there in 1961 as
Professor of chemistry and head of
the Division of General Chemistry.
Active in chemical education, Dr.
Lippincott is editor of the JOURNAL
OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION. He has
served on the Advisory Council on
College Chemistry, the AAAS Cooper
ative Committee on the Teaching of
Science and Mathematics and as
Chairman of the Committee on Insti
tutes and Conferences of the Division
of Chemical Education. He has par
ticipated as a visiting scientist to col
leges and secondary schools since
the beginning of this program and
has directed or taught in more than
30 summer institutes including two
in India.
Dr. Lippincott is a co-author of the
general chemistry text, CHEMISTRY,
A STUDY OF MATTER, Ginn-Blaisdell,
1968. He also is co-author of A
SYSTEMATIC LABORATORY COURSE
IN GENERAL CHEMISTRY, MacMil
lan, and EXPERIMENTAL GENERAL
CHEMISTRY soon to be published by
Saunders.
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Friday, April 24, 1970
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Registration in the Science Center.
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Open house in the Science Center.
Each department personnel, facilities,
equipment and academic program
presented by means of brochures and
a self-guided tour.
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Luncheon available continuously in
the Campus Center dining hall.
2:00 p.m.
Dedication ceremony in Cowan Hall,
Dr. Roy H. Turley, Chairman, Depart
ment of Science and Mathematics,
presiding. Invocation by Dr. Murn B.
Klepinger and remarks by President
Turner before the presentation of Dis
tinguished Service Awards.
Address by Everett Mendelsohn,
"Physics and Physiology: Explaining
the Nature of Living Things.”
Immediately following:
Dedication ceremony at the Sci
ence Center, including unveiling of
plaque by Harold L. Boda, Chairman,
Board of Trustees; dedication dec
laration by Otterbein trustee, Ohio
Miami Conference, Murn B. Klepin
ger; and reception of Science Center
on behalf of faculty and students by
Dr. Roy H. Turley and Richard Mayhew, President, Sigma Zeta.
6:30 p.m.
Banquet in the Campus Center din
ing hall.
8:00 p.m.
Lecture in the Science Center audi
torium by Dr. Everett Mendelsohn,
"How Science Came of Age.”

Everett Mendelsohn

Main Dedication Speaker
Is Harvard Authority
Dr. Everett Mendelsohn became
Professor of the History of Science
in Harvard University in 1969. He is
an authority on the development of
the biological sciences and on sci
ence as a social institution.
Dr. Mendelsohn holds the A.B. de
gree (1953) from Antioch College and
the Ph.D. degree (1960) from Har
vard, where he did graduate work in
both biology and in the history of
science.
A teacher at Harvard since 1954,
he served as research associate in
science and public policy of the Har
vard Graduate School of Public Ad
ministration from 1960-65, as direc
tor of the research group on the bio
medical sciences (1966-68), and as
research associate in the University
Program on Technology and Society.
During 1968-69, he was an Overseas
Fellow of Churchill College, Cam
bridge, and a Senior Post-doctoral
Fellow of the Josiah Macy Founda
tion.
Author of two recent books and nu
merous important articles, Dr. Men
delsohn is a Fellow or member of
more than half a dozen national and
international science societies, is ed
itor of the newly founded JOURNAL
OF THE HISTORY OF BIOLOGY, and
a member of the committee on the
Life Sciences and Social Policy of the
National Academy of Sciences.

In Tribute to Those Who Taught.. .
Distinguished Service Awards
In recognition of their contributions to the Division of Science and Mathe
matics, to Otterbein College, and to the wider world of science through their
inspiration and example, six Professors Emeritii were honored during cere
monies dedicating the new Science Center.

The willingness of Doctors Michael,
Bamforth, and Mr. McCloy as well as
the other faculty members to spend
time after class to help clarify some
item is indicative of their dedication.
This is not particularly unusual for
any member of the Otterbein faculty,
but in comparison with other and
larger schools, it is extremely un
usual. — Member Class of ’58

Distinguished Service Awards were presented to:
Frederic R. Bamforth, Professor of Mathematics; B.A., Queen’s University,
1921; M.A., Queen’s University, 1922; Ph.D., The University of Chicago,
1927; 1950-58.
1962-69.
Albert J. Esselstyn, Professor of Chemistry; B.S., Alma College, 1915;
M.S., Cornell University, 1926.
1936-61.
Benjamin C. Glover, Professor of Mathematics; B.S., Northwestern Uni
versity, 1907; M.A., University of Chicago, 1925.
1919-1950.
James H. McCloy, Professor of Physics and Astronomy; B.S., Purdue
University, 1913; M.S., The Ohio State University, 1923.
1913-1960.
Lyle J. Michael, Professor of Chemistry; B.S., Otterbein College, 1919;
M.S., The Ohio State University, 1920; Ph.D., The Ohio State University,
1929.
1937-1964.
Edward W. E. Schear, Professor of Biology and Geology; B.A., Otterbein
College, 1907; M.A., Columbia University, 1915; Ph.D., The Ohio State Uni
versity, 1928.
1912-1951.

We Salute----------Editor’s Note: The following are
excerpts from letters by alumni
expressing their regard for the
quality of education and the per
sonal encouragement received
from the science and mathemat
ics faculty. Space limitations pre
vent use of all the many fine
statements received.

Otterbein professors of my era,
late '19's and early '20’s, were more
than just teachers. They, and I am
speaking mainly of the three who had
the most influence on my decision to
study medicine. Professors Schear,
McCloy, and Hanawalt, were friends,
helpful critics, morale boosters, and
on some occasions lovable characters.
— Member Class of ’23
Dr. Michael and Mr. Esselstyn were
especially important to me. They pro
vided advice and interest that ex
tended beyond the classroom and en
abled me to set realistic goals for my
career. In addition to those. Dr. Wil
lis, Dr. Sherman, Miss Laslie and Dr.
Grodner each contributed to the
“push” that sent me on to do gradu
ate work.
— Member Class of ’60

Dr. “Louie” Weinland, professor of
chemistry, was thorough, and while
it was work, made it worth while
when you arrived at the QED. Perhaps
the professor who had the most in
fluence on my desire and later deter
mination to study medicine was Alma
Guitner. As teacher of language, her
course in ‘Scientific German’ was
great, and her encouragement in the
study of scientific topics will always
be remembered.
— Member Class of ’23

I remember the many truths I re
ceived from Doctors Miller, Scott and
Sanders, in fact from the whole fac
ulty. I also remember my contacts
with Dr. Schear and Hanawalt as fel
low classmates.
— Member Class of ’10

Otterbein and its many fine pro
fessors certainly helped to prepare
me for my career. Doctors Michael,
Bamforth and Misters Esselstyn and
McCloy will be remembered by all
their students, including myself, for
their fine teaching and inspiration.
— Member Class of ’56

We appreciate the many years of
unselfish service to Otterbein that
this dedicated group of science pro
fessors gave. We had individual at
tention which other colleges did not
offer and we feel we were well-pre
pared for our post-graduate work. We
were expected to do well, and the fac
ulty supported our goals with encour
agement. The long-standing mainte
nance of high personal and educa
tional standards by these men have
far-reaching influence.
— Members Classes of '51 and '52

Students of Professors Michael,
Schear, Esselstyn, Glover and McCloy
gained much more than the content
of science under their teaching —
the enthusiasm for life, the love of its
mystery and beauty, the respect for
intellectual integrity, the stress upon
reasoned and critical thought, and
the humaneness of learning — all
these came through, too.
— Member Class of ’38

It was my great privilege to have
known and/or to have been taught by
Professors Glover, Michael, Schear,
Bamforth, Esselstyn, McCloy, Hana
walt and Botts. These men were re
sponsible for or instrumental in de
veloping the careers of hundreds of
Otterbein graduates. In my own case,
because of my interest in biology, I
was greatly influenced by Professors
Schear and Botts. They provided the
excitement, the environment and the
encouragement that provoked the
necessary “search for knowledge”
that has led man to seek the meaning
and the how of biology, the science
of life. Men, devoted to their field and
the development of students therein,
like Professors Schear and Botts, are
rare. They are irreplaceable and un
forgettable. — Member Class of ’51
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Distinguished Scientific Achievement
Awards Winners
Richard Bradfield, '17
An agronomist engaged in research
and in teaching food production tech
niques in the tropics, Richard Bradfield has made his home in recent
years in Manila, The Philippines. He
retired in 1963 from Cornell Univer
sity to take his present position under
the sponsorship of the Rockefeller
Foundation.
Recipient of the Ph.D. degree from
The Ohio State University in 1922,
and the honorary D.Sc. degree from
Otterbein in 1941, Dr. Bradfield
holds membership in and has served
as President of the American Society
of Agronomy, Soil Science Society of
America, and Intern Soil Science So
ciety. He is a member of the Council
on Foreign Relations, and has been
Vice President of the American As
sociation for the Advancement of Sci
ence.

George Willard White, '21
Dr. George W. White has been a
research professor of geology at the
University of Illinois since 1965
where he was formerly head of the
geology department. Listed in Who’s
Who, Dr. White is vice president for
the North America-International Com
mittee for History of Geological Sci
ences, the author of about 100 ar
ticles on glacial geology as well as of
four books with three more in proc
ess. He is editor of CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE HISTORY OF GEOLOGY, and
a consulting editor to the Hafner Pub
lishing Company.
Dr. White received his Ph.D. de
gree as well as his M.A. degree from
The Ohio State University. In 1949
he was presented the honorary Sc.D.
degree from Otterbein, and received
honorary degrees from New Hamp
shire College in 1955 and from Bowl
ing Green State University in 1963.

Robert H. Gavins, '26
As a teacher of high school chem
istry, Robert H. Cavins has encour
aged budding chemists by letting
them find themselves. Holding forth
in the Upper Arlington (Columbus)
chemistry laboratory since 1930, Mr.
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Cavins notes that the teaching of
chemistry has changed “almost com
pletely’’ in his professional lifetime.
“We used to teach descriptive
chemistry and as much theory as they
needed to make the description un
derstandable,’’ he has commented.
“Now we teach theoretical chemistry
and as much descriptive as we can.
It’s largely theoretical — more rigor
ous and mathematical.”
Since 1953 Mr. Cavins has opened
the laboratory doors on Tuesday
nights to students wishing to do orig
inal experimentation. The results of
one what student termed “Alchemists
Anonymous” have been seen as close
to a dozen of his former students
pursued chemistry to the Ph.D. level.

Francis P. Bundy, '31
The making of diamonds from
graphite has been one of the major
career concerns of Dr. Francis P.
Bundy, a research physicist for Gen
eral Electric. Part of a research team
which in 1955 succeeded in produc
ing man-made diamonds. Dr. Bundy
further refined the process in 1962
by developing a technique of direct
transformation in a few thousandths
of a second without the use of a
catalyst.
Dr. Bundy’s recognition by the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Sci
ences and Letters in awarding him
the Roozeboom Gold Medal “on ac
count of his very important work in
particular on the phase diagram of
carbon under extreme circumstances
of temperature and pressure,” was
given more detailed coverage in the
Autumn 1969 issue of TOWERS.

Donald R. Martin, '37
Effective February 1969, Dr. Don
ald R. Martin was appointed profes
sor and head of the chemistry depart
ment at the University of Texas. For
merly vice president for research for
the Harshaw Chemical Company, he
has also been a member of the chem
istry faculty of the University of Illi
nois, associate director of the fuels

research energy division of the Olin
Mathieson Chemical Company in Ni
agara Falls, and director of research
for Libbey-Owens Ford Glass Com
pany in Toledo.
Dr. Martin is a Fellow of the As
sociation for the Advancement of Sci
ence and belongs to a number of
other professional societies. He is
married to the former Katherine New
ton, '37, and the father of Donald R.
II, '63, and Thomas N., '66.

Ray W. Gifford, Jr., '44
A physician engaged in medical
practice and research, Dr. Gifford
is head of the Department of Hyper
tension and Renal Disease at the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Earning
his M.D. degree at The Ohio State
University and his M.S. in Medicine
at the graduate school of the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Dr. Gifford was
previously a consultant for the Mayo
Clinic and later an assistant profes
sor of medicine for the Mayo Founda
tion and the graduate school of the
University of Minnesota. He has been
associated with the Cleveland Clinic
since 1961.
The magna cum laude graduate of
Otterbein, as a Lieutenant Command
er MC USNR, was also once the as
sistant attending physician for the
United States Congress. He is mar
ried to the former Mary Elizabeth
Morris, x’48, and the father of three
children.

Richard C. Himes, '47
A former Battelle Memorial Insti
tute research scientist, Richard C.
Himes has been for the past year and
a half the head of the research de
partment of Burlington Mills, Inc. in
North Carolina.
Granted his Ph.D. degree from The
Ohio State University in 1953, Dr.
Himes was elected a Fellow of The
American Institute of Chemists in
1968 shortly before assuming his
position at Burlington Mills.
Dr. Himes and his wife, the former
Lois Hickey, ’44, were both active in
civic and community affairs during
their residency in Westerville. They
are the parents of two daughters and
a son.

Science Year 1969-1970
In this issue of TOWERS, recogni
tion is continued of 1969-70 as Sci
ence Year on campus. This section of
the magazine has been reserved for a
notation of the achievements and/or
activities of representative men and
women who majored in science and/
or mathematics while students at Otterbein College. Coming issues of
TOWERS in the current year will also
focus on science and mathematics
alumni.

Coach and Teacher
Russell M. Wagner, '50, is a teach
er and coach in the Anna (Ohio) Local
High School. At Otterbein, Mr. Wag
ner majored in biology and physical
education, was active in Zeta Phi
fraternity, and lettered in both foot
ball and baseball during his senior
year.

Math Teacher
Malnutrition Researcher
Dr. Robert Bradfield, x’50, a Uni
versity of California faculty member
currently on sabbatical leave, has
been elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Tropical Medicine and Hy
giene in London, England. The honor
cites him for "contributions to the
knowledge of protein-caloried malnu
trition and hookworm anemia.’’
Dr. Bradfield’s present research
program concerns development of di
agnostic tests for the early recogni
tion of malnutrition. He long has been
interested in this area, having lived
for six years in Peru as a nutrition
advisor in the Public Health Division
of the State Department.

A member of the Western Ohio Ed
ucation Association executive com
mittee for three years, Mr. Wagner
and his wife are living in Piqua, Ohio.

Teaching Science and Math
Thomas J. Parent, ’50, came to
Otterbein as a Navy veteran and im
mediately after graduation joined the
Air Force. He spent three years at
Lackland Air Force Base in San
Antonio teaching a math refresher
course which was then part of every
recruit’s basic training.

Harry W. Topolosky and Russell M. Wagner

Columbus Physician/Surgeon
Dr. Harry Topolosky, ’33, is a Co
lumbus physician/surgeon who re
ceived his medical degree from the
Ohio State University Medical School
in 1937.

Since 1953, between years of
teaching math, science and/or his
tory, he has done graduate work at
the University of Toledo in history.
Having majored in history at Otter
bein as well as science, he finds the
former his preferred teaching field.
"But I am usually assigned to teach
science or math,’’ he quips, "because
I am not a coach.’’

Dr. Topolosky is a member of the
Board of Franklin County Welfare,
is on the Board of Trustees of the
Columbus Hospital Federation, a for
mer staff member of the Columbus
Cancer Clinic, the medical director of
Alum Crest Hospital, and the former
chief of staff at Grant and Mercy Hos
pitals.

Currently making his home in To
ledo, Mr. Parent feels that Otterbein’s
being a liberal arts rather than just
a technological school has been of
tremendous value.

He is presently Chief of Surgery
at St. Anthony Hospital, a member of
the American College of Surgeons,
the International Board of Surgery,
and the American Society of Abdom
inal Surgery.

Lela Moore Thomas, ’30, tells us
that most of her teaching career has
been in the field of math. Biology
was another subject in which Mrs.
Thomas found herself teaching and
she has maintained a strong interest
in the botanical side of the subject.
"My interest in plants has grown
into a real hobby,’’ she writes, "and I
am active in the Bryan Garden Club."
The Bryan, Ohio, resident was also
responsible for sponsoring a Chess
and Checkers Club among her stu
dents.

Computer Programmer
James L. Shackson, ’61, is a com
puter programmer and operations su
pervisor, programming business ap
plications for the computer. He is
employed in this field by Cussins and
Fearn in Columbus.
Jim attended Stanford University
under the U.S.A.F. Institute of Tech
nology, and received the M. S. de
gree in 1963. He studied statistics
with an option in data processing. At
Otterbein, his majors were mathe
matics and physics, and he received
both the B. A. and B. S. degrees.
His campus activities included the
presidency of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
Men’s Glee Club and M. S. G. B. He
was also a member of the Band, Sig
ma Zeta and Torch & Key.
He is a member of Blendon Lodge
No. 339 F. and A. M., Horeb Chapter
No. 3, Royal Arch Masons, and Mizpah Chapter No. 38, Order of Eastern
Star. He and his wife (Carol Sim
mons, ’63) live in Westerville, and
have two children, James Brian, 5,
and Laura Sue, 1.

Systems Analyst for Bank
Thomas W. Powers, ’68, is cur
rently working as a Systems Analyst
for City National Bank and Trust
Company of Columbus. Mr. Powers
accepted this position immediately
following graduation, but took an 18month military leave to attend Under
graduate Pilot Training at Vance Air
Force Base in Oklahoma. He is now
a pilot "part time or weekend war
rior" with the 162nd Tactical Fighter
Squadron, Ohio National Guard.
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Science Year 1969-1970

Medical Missionary in
Puerto Rico
John Alan Smith, ’33 and '37, and
his wife Virginia (Norris), ’36, are
synonymous in many minds with the
mission work of The United Methodist
Church through Ryder Memorial Hos
pital in Humacao, Puerto Rico. Medi
cal director of the hospital. Dr. Smith
is engaged in the clinical practice of
medicine as well as in administrative
work. Mrs. Smith works closely with
her husband as a teacher in the
School for Practical Nurses and as an
instructor in “La Familia.’’

David S. Yohn

Cancer Researcher Part of “Great Team”
David S. Yohn, '51, returned to the
Columbus area in 1969 when he ac
cepted the position of Professor and
Head of the Infectious Disease Labo
ratory in the College of Veterinary
Medicine’s Department of Pathology
at Ohio State University. In this posi
tion, Dr. Yohn is teaching virology
and continuing his research in cancer
and viruses.
Of his career Dr. Yohn says, “My
interest and research career in Can
cer Viruses actually began at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh in 1959. At that
time we were asked to undertake a
10-year study of the possibility that
viruses caused human cancer and
leukemia. In 1962 I moved to Roswell
Park Memorial Institute, a Cancer Re
search Hospital, where these studies
could be conducted in an institution
devoted to Cancer Research.
"My seven years at Roswell Park
were highly productive. A portion of
the time was devoted to studies of
Yaba tumor poxvirus, a virus which
causes benign tumors in monkeys
and man. Another portion of time was
devoted to developing experimental
methods to determine whether Hu
man Adenoviruses, a group of highly
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contagious respiratory viruses, might
be involved in human cancer. As yet
there is no evidence that they are.
“And finally I undertook studies
which sought to determine whether
human leukemia cells contained
unique proteins (antigens) that could
be detected by a special serologic
procedure, immunoflourescence. This
study was partially successful but
there was no evidence that the anti
gens came from viruses.
“In my last year at Roswell Park
we perfected a method of labeling
antibody with radioactive iodine and
using this to detect the presence of
virus induced proteins (antigens) in
tumor cells. We are expanding this
technique at the Ohio State University
and will be applying it to a study of
Cat Leukemia, now known to be
caused by a virus, and within a year
or so it will be applied to human
leukemia and cancer. We fully expect
to be a part of the ‘great team’
which finally brings about means to
prevent human cancer and leukemia.’’
Dr. Yohn and his wife (Olivetta
McCoy, ’51) are the parents of four
children, the oldest of whom, Linda,
is a freshman at Otterbein.

With majors in speech, sociology,
chemistry and biology. Dr. Smith is
also a former Otterbein instructor in
biology and served as college physi
cian during 1946. He is a minister of
the United Methodist Church with a
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
Bonebrake Theological Seminary. He
received his medical degree from
Ohio State University.
Among the honors Dr. Smith has re
ceived are the Distinguished Alumnus
Award granted by Otterbein College;
the listing with his wife in the Hall of
Fame by the Council for Health and
Welfare, the United Church in 1966;
a citation by Sertoma International of
Humacao in 1968; and a citation by
the San Juan, Puerto Rico, Exchange
Club in the form of their Book of
Golden Deeds Award granted in 1969.
John and Virginia Smith are the
parents of three sons; John David,
Howard Alan, and Dwight Hamilton.

Medical Residency
Orvis and Mary Lou Wells, ’62, are
in Arvada, Colorado, after a year’s
tour of duty in Viet Nam for Orvis.
Currently a pathology resident at
Denver General Hospital, he is wait
ing to begin his obstetric-gynecology
residency there July 1. The coming
residency will be a community pro
gram with equal time shared with
Denver General Hospital, Colorado
Medical Center and General Rose (a
private hospital).

Science Year 1969-1970

Former UN Ambassador Now Directing WHO
Biology Teacher
Wavalene “Jinx” KumlerTong, ’59,
has been teaching biology at Wester
ville High School for the past two
years, soon after completing the re
quired classes in education and send
ing her youngest child off to school.
She comments, “All our family is
now involved in education in some
form — children in the fifth, third,
and first grades, husband at Otterbein and myself at the high school.
Being in the area, there have been
many opportunities to draw upon Otterbein as a resource. The coopera
tion has been immeasurable — es
pecially for a biology major who has
only recently returned to the ‘aca
demic world' after an absence of
nearly ten years.”
Mrs. Tong is the wife of Otterbein
basketball coach and Chairman of
the Physical Education Department,
Curt Tong, '56.

Research Engineer
Donald R. Wilcox, x’67, is a Re
search Engineer in the Casting and
Resins Department of Lester Associ
ates, Thornwood, New York. He was
commissioned a Second Lieutenant
in the United States Army (ROTC)
when he graduated from New York
University with a degree in Chemical
Engineering. He expects to go on ac
tive duty in October, 1970.
Mr. Wilcox remained at New York
University following graduation as a
member of the University Research
Staff while simultaneously working on
his Master’s degree — to be granted
in June, 1970 — in the field of air
pollution.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox are ac
tive in the Faith Lutheran Brethren
Church in Briarcliff, New York.
“I feel that a Christian Liberal Arts
background is extremely important to
any person entering the professional
world,” Mr. Wilcox commented re
cently. “In a world that sometimes
seems void of morals and responsible
thinking, I feel that a Christian edu
cation is indispensable to young peo
ple.”

John Karefa-Smart is greeted by His Excellency Generalissimo Chaing Kai Shek during an
official visit to Taiwan in 1964. The man in the center is unidentified.

Dr. John Karefa-Smart, '40, has
been Assistant Director-General of
the World Health Organization since
his appointment to that post in 1965.
Receiving his medical degree at
McGill University in Canada after
graduation from Otterbein, Dr. Kare
fa-Smart has served not only his
native Sierra Leone but much larger
representations of the world both as
a doctor and as a political leader. He
led the delegation in London in 1957
which negotiated the granting of full
internal self-government for his coun
try. He also played a leading part in
the preparations for the attainment
of independence for Sierra Leone in
1961.
Dr. Karefa-Smart was elected un
opposed to the Sierra Leone House of
Representatives in the first and sec
ond general elections after Indepen
dence, and in September, 1961, he
succeeded in gaining the admission
of his country as the 100th member

of the United Nations. He led the
Sierra Leone delegations to the Gen
eral Assembly until he retired from
the Cabinet in 1964 to accept ap
pointment as Associate Professor of
Public Health Practice and Associate
Director of International Health at the
School of Public Health of Columbia
University.
Dr. and Mrs. Karefa-Smart are
the joint publishers of a book, THE
HALTING KINGDOM, are active par
ticipants in the World Student Chris
tian Federation and the World Coun
cil of Churches, and are the parents
of three children: Rosalee, 21, John,
19, and Suzanne, 15.
While expressing his appreciation
to the thorough basic training in the
pre-medical sciences which he re
ceived at Otterbein, Dr. Karefa-Smart
adds, “But more than anything else,
I owe to Otterbein the widening of
my spiritual horizons which prepared
me to become a citizen of the world.”
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Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgeon
Dr. William J. Rea, '58, completed
a two-year residency in thoracic and
cardiovascular surgery on July 1,
1969, at Texas Southwestern Medical
School and Parkland Memorial Hos
pital. He had previously completed a
four-year residency in general sur
gery at the same medical center.
As of July 1, 1969, he has been
an Assistant Professor of Cardiovas
cular and Thoracic Surgery at Texas
Southwestern Medical School and
Chief of Thoracic and Cardiovascular
surgery at the Dallas Veterans Admin
istration Hospital.
A 1962 graduate of the Ohio State
University Medical School, Dr. Rea
is the author of at least ten articles
in a variety of medical publications.
A study of coronary artery lacerations
is the only series of its kind in the
world, and a paper on penetrating
wounds of the heart, which covers an
analysis of 459 cases, is among the
most extensive of any ever published.
Dr. Rea is married to the former
Vera Andreichuk, '59. They are the
parents of three sons, ages 6, 4, and
2.

tion which involves itself in contracual services and markets some of its
own inventions.
Mr. Yost is Deputy Governor of the
Florida District of Civitan Internation
al and is involved in many amateur
radio activities.
President of United Methodist Men
at his church, he is also delegate to
the Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church and a member of
the Board of Education of the Con
ference. Florida Southern College, a
school of Otterbein's size, is solely
owned by the Conference.
Mr. Yost adds that he is or has
been involved in “some other exciting
endeavors, including nine or ten years
as a trustee of Otterbein College on
the finance committee.”

Floridian is Research Analyst
Tampa, Florida, has been the home
for a number of years of James W.
Yost, '51, and his wife Lois (Abbott),
'52. Mr. Yost is presently the Tech
nical Research Analyst in the Market
Research Department at Tampa Elec
tric Company, the power utility in
Tampa. He is also Secretary-Treas
urer of Technical Services Corpora
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Holly Puterbaugh, '64, was em
ployed until a year ago by the Cox
Heart Institute in Kettering, Ohio,
where she was a statistician/pro
grammer and responsible for all sta
tistical work in the Institute. How
ever, she decided that “although I
enjoyed medical research very much,
researchers don't go very far on a
bachelor's degree. Therefore I am
back in school now. I received a Grad
uate Teaching Assistantship from
Wright State University for the pres
ent year to work toward an M.S. in
mathematics.”

Cited in Physics
Albert Allen Bartlett, '44, joined
the faculty of the University of Colo
rado in 1950 after completing his
graduate study at Harvard. He has
been active in civic matters and has
served in several capacities for the
City of Boulder.
In January, Mr. Bartlett was award
ed the Distinguished Service Citation
by the American Association of Phys
ics Teachers.
Mr. Bartlett's father, Willard W.
Bartlett, was a professor of educa
tion at Otterbein for ten years. (See
“Flashes from the classes.”)

Retired from Teaching

William Rea and James W. Yost

Graduate Student

John Andrew Wagner, '10, is re
tired after 44 years as a teacher of
mathematics and science. He has
been an active member of the First
Presbyterian Church in Akron, and
continues to be involved in the func
tions of the York Rite bodies of the
Masonic Order.
One of his major professional in
terests was in the founding of the
Junior Academy of Science in Ohio.
He cites his liberal arts back
ground for giving much help in his
success as a teacher. “For over thirty
years it came in as the chief coun
selor of those subjects.”

Holly Puterbaugh and Olive I. Givin

Retired Missionary
Olive I. Givin, '17, has retired from
her career as missionary teacher for
the Board of Missions, United Meth
odist Church, but writes that so far
she has not had any spare time to
worry about filling.
Living with her widowed sister in
a United Methodist retirement com
munity in Sebring, Ohio, Miss Givin
is teaching a Sunday School class,
has spoken about her mission work
to several different church groups,
and finds there are more activities at
church and at Copeland Oaks than
she has time for.
She comments, “I have always
been thankful that I attended a small,
church-related college. While I may
not have made specific use of some
of the subjects studied at Otter
bein, and at the universities where I
studied during furlough, there is lit
tle, in the education or experience of
a missionary teacher in a boarding
school, which does not prove useful
in one way or another.”

Science Year 1969-1970
Finds Teaching Most
Satisfying Work

City Engineer
Rex N. Sprague, '58, is the City
Engineer for the city of Delaware,
Ohio, where he is responsible for
supervision of all engineering, water
and sewage treatment. Mr. Sprague
earned his Bachelor of Civil Engineer
ing degree at Ohio State University
after leaving Otterbein.
Since assuming his Delaware posi
tion, he has been active in communi
ty affairs through his membership in
the Jaycees, of which he is a past
president. He has been recognized as
one of the Outstanding Young Men
in America (1968) and was given the
Jaycee Key Man Award. He and his
wife have two children, Cindy 7, and
Scott 4.

Rex N. Sprague and Frederick H. Whittaker

Researcher in Parasitology
Frederick H. Whittaker, '51, has
been invited to be the guest of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences at the
Second International Symposium on
Parasite Specificity in Kosice, Czech
oslovakia, this October.
Dr. Whittaker is an Associate Pro
fessor in biology at the University of
Louisville and is involved in para
sitology research there. Prior to com
ing to Louisville in 1964, he was as
sociated with Abbott Laboratories in
North Chicago where he pursued
pharmacological research.
Dr. Whittaker is the author or co
author of numerous scientific papers
published within the past ten years,
the latest of which is titled, "Hel
minth Parasites from some birds in
Puerto Rico.”
Dr, Whittaker is married and the
father of two sons ages 7 and 6.

Robert Yakely and Esther Learish Watrous

Doing Urology Residency
in Colorado
Dr. Robert Yakely, '62, graduated
from the Ohio State University Col
lege of Medicine in June, 1966. After
finishing a straight medical intern
ship at University Hospital in Colum
bus, he entered the Navy where he
spent his first year as a general med
ical officer for a destroyer division,
spending nine of the next thirteen
months in the Mediterranean and
North Atlantic. His wife and thenyear-old son followed him from port
to port visiting Malta, Italy, Spain,
France, Portugal, Denmark and Ger
many.
"This was one of the most interest
ing years of my life,” Dr. Yakely
writes. "There was also some excite
ment, such as the time we answered
an SOS at sea from a Yugoslavian
Freighter who requested a doctor. We
made the transfer in the middle of
the night in 6 foot swells well out in
the Atlantic Ocean. The patient had
had a psychotic break and only re
quired a sedative. I did not realize
until later the intrigue involved in the
decision as to whether to let me go
or not.”
The following year Dr. Yakely was
assigned to the surgical unit in Char
leston, S.C. In July, 1969, he began
a four year urology residency at the
University of Colorado in Denver.
In recalling his Otterbein work,
Dr. Yakely writes, "Otterbein pro
vided an excellent background for my
career. Pre-medical training provides
the physician with a background of
scientific knowledge, but probably
more importantly it must discipline
the student to organize and retain
information.”

"Science majors, especially if they
are girls, do not always carry out the
long-range plans they may have had
in mind while in college.”
So Esther Learish Watrous, '46,
describes the deflecting of her plans
for graduate nurse’s training by mar
riage to another science major, Ralph
Watrous, research chemist at Mound
Laboratory in Miamisburg, Ohio.
"Fourteen years and three children
later, I entered a graduate program
sponsored by Ford Foundation at Mi
ami University and trained as an ele
mentary teacher. Retreads, we were
known as! The second year of this
program, I served as an ‘interne’
teacher in Dayton and received the
M.Ed. in 1962.
"Since then I have been employed
by the Northmont School System at
Phillipsburg Elementary School where
I teach language arts and health to
fifth and sixth graders.
"So far as my other activities are
concerned, I am still a homemaker
with one child left at home, one a
freshman at Kenyon College (couldn’t
persuade him to Otterbein), one mar
ried (making my husband and me
grandparents of one). I am presently
working on the professional negotia
tions team of the Northmont Educa
tion Association and I am a member
of the United Methodist Church at
Englewood, Ohio. I belong to Otter
bein Sorosis of Dayton, although time
hasn’t permitted me to be very active
there. I have, in the past, worked as
a saleslady, bank clerk and bookkeep
er for a medical doctor, but teaching
is the most rewarding job of all.”

Explosives Operations Manager
Gerald Wirth, ’56, has worked at
Monsanto Research Corporation in
Miamisburg, Ohio, since graduation
from Otterbein. While his present
position there is that of Explosives
Operation Manager, Mr. Wirth has
also held the titles of Assistant
Chemical Operator, Chemical Oper
ator, Supervisor of Nuclear Opera
tions and Night Manager.
(Continued on Page 22)
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Alumni in the news
Mr. Akar is cheered by the highlevel sensitivity to African affairs he
says he finds in Washington. Presi
dent Nixon accorded him half an hour
for presenting his credentials and ap
peared “most understanding,” the
ambassador relates. “Unlike his pred
ecessors, the President has visited
many parts of Africa.” And despite
the built-in difficulties, he diplomat
ically declares, his overall reception
in this country is “so cordial, so fra
ternal and so overwhelming as to em
barrass me sometimes.”

Active Lecturer
Ambassador John J. Akar

African Ambassador
John Akar, x’50, is finding that the
Ambassadorship to the United States
from his native Sierra Leone is not
exempt from the budgetary problems
faced by everyone else in these infla
tionary times. Except that on an am
bassadorial level, the problems are
even bigger!
The embassy inherited from his
predecessor last July is “very, very
small’’ according to Mr. Akar. While
keeping an eye open for possible
embassy real estate, the new ambas
sador confided in a recent interview
in THE WALL STREET JOURNAL that
Sierra Leone's financial resources are
strained even to maintain the present
establishment. The pay of domestic
help in Washington “is more than a
qualified medical specialist makes in
my country.’’
“Everybody in my country knows
I am pro-American, and they are ex
pecting miracles — aid, capital in
vestment, scholarships, tourists.” Mr.
Akar evaluates his assignment as far
more vital than merely maintaining
social rapport with the American Gov
ernment. He envisions Sierra Leone’s
beaches and mountains becoming a
tourist mecca, particularly for “Amer
ican Negroes seeking cultural identi
fication with Africa.” He also con
tends the very poverty of his home
land makes it a promising manufac
turing center.
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Earl R. Hoover, ’26, for 18 years
judge of Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Court and now senior vice pres
ident of Shaker Savings Association,
is leading an active life as a public
speaker.
Among recent speaking engage
ments he lists addresses to the
Youngstown Area Junior Achievement
Advisor Recognition
Dinner and
Dance; the Lakewood Masonic Lodge
No. 601, F. & A.M., where he spoke
on “Your Flag and Your National An
them;” and to students at Maple
Heights High School where his topic
was “So You Think Politics Is Bunk?”
Mr. Hoover’s son, Richard W., has
given his father reason for pride with
his new appointment as third sec
retary of the United States Embassy
in Bonn, Germany. It will be his first
post as a United States State Depart
ment foreign service officer.

Teacher and Writer
George W. Rohrer, ’28, has laid
aside his college majors of Latin and
French in his present position with
Bowsher High School, Toledo. Chair
man of the science department and
actively teaching science as well as
tending to departmental administra
tion duties, Mr. Rohrer has main
tained an interest in music. He has
been active in the Toledo Symphony

Orchestra for many years, and has
been orchestra committee president.
An author as well as a scientist
and a musician, Mr. Rohrer has seen
the recent publication of at least four
articles. They are: “The Old Stone
Age in France and Spain,” LINN’S
WEEKLY STAMP NEWS, January 8,
1968; “Early Man in Spain,” LINN’S
WEEKLY STAMP NEWS, July 8, 1968;
“Prehistoric Art in the Sahara,” FINE
ARTS PHILATELIST, May-June, 1969;
“This Is My Line,” OHIO ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE NEWS, September, 1969.

Child Care Teacher
Mrs. Jean Gorsuch Franklin, '63,
is combining personal experience as
a mother with her job as teacher of
home economics occupations at Bur
lington High School, Winooski, Ver
mont. Her preschool demonstration
classes for junior and senior girls are
part of a training program supported
by federal funds under the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, amended in
1968. Besides child care, similar
classes prepare girls for entry level
jobs in such service occupations as
waitresses, motel aides, food service
workers and clothing maintenance
specialists.
In the demonstration child care
classes, the high school students ob
serve and take part with Mrs. Frank
lin in guiding groups of 3 and 4 year
olds through their two and a half
hour session. Skilled guidance in
steering the preschoolers through
their varied program shows the stu
dents how to handle many activities
as well as giving them insights into
the natures of young children.
Comments one of her junior stu
dents, “Mrs. Franklin is just great!
I hope I have her for a teacher next
year.”

A Reminder:
If you graduated in a year
ending in 0 or 5, plan to attend
your class reunion activities on
Alumni Day, June 13. See BUL
LETIN BOARD, page 32, for fur
ther information.

YMCA Director
Robert W. Schmidt, ’46, has been
General Executive Director of the
Long Island YMCA since 1967. Just
finishing its fiftieth year, the Long
Island YMCA has continued to move
forward in several directions under
the leadership of Mr. Schmidt. West
Nassau and Mid-Nassau Community
Y buildings were completed within
the past two years.
Another program with which Mr.
Schmidt has been concerned is the
establishment of the Y Urban Devel
opment and Extension program which
is building bridges to minority groups.

Mr. Williams does not use “rever
end” before his name in advertising
or business transactions, and so far,
he has not received any criticism of
his part-time enterprise.
“A lot of people do worry about a
pastor putting on overalls and work
ing,” he remarked, “but they ought
to remember that Jesus was a car
penter, Peter was a fisherman, and
Paul was a tentmaker.”
As for his own congregation, most
of whom are craftsmen themselves,
Mr. Williams said, “I think they sort
of appreciate a pastor who works with
his hands.”

Mr. Schmidt and his wife, Vivian
E. Peterman, '46, live in Huntington,
Long Island. They have three daugh
ters including Pamela Elaine, ’68.

Retired Obstetrician

Carpenter Clergyman
When the Rev. Donald L. Williams,
'41, is in the mood to carpenter, he
can build an easel an hour in his
shop.
Begun seven years ago as a home
workshop project, Mr. Williams’ easel
building enterprise has outgrown
his garage and is now a profit-making
business. Still, it is a part-time busi
ness, since Mr. Williams, pastor of
Hayes United Methodist Church, Ore
gon, Ohio, spends most of his time in
church work.
His product is a presentation or
display easel, rather than an artist’s
easel.
Mr. Williams’ entry into small-scale
manufacturing was accidental. A craft
hobbyist (“I’ve been a wood-butcher
all my life’’), he built an easel to
make work easier for his wife, Louise
(Gleim), '41, who teaches art in the
Northwood School System and also
instructs a Sunday church school
class.
That was in 1963. Before long, he
had orders for easels from three
other Sunday church school teachers.
The next year, he began selling a few
of his easels, and in 1965 he shipped
one across the state line. Because of
that, he was eligible to copyright the
easel trade name, “Helpful Don."

“The goal of the bill is simple. We
want to halt rings involving gambling,
prostitution, fraud, counterfeiting,
loan sharking, extortion, illicit drugs
and violence.”
To do this, he and fellow lawmak
ers hope to set up three bureaus un
der the attorney general — bureaus
of investigation, identification and re
search which would aid local police
agencies obtain evidence, would sup
ply crime laboratory facilities, permit
special grand juries if local prose
cutors fail to act, provide criminal
records in a centralized area and pro
vide the latest crime prevention tech
niques.

Representative Alan E. Norris

New Anti-Crime Bill
Ohio State Representative Alan E.
Norris, '57, has “shown himself big
enough to be a leader among fellow
lawmakers in law and order legisla
tion” according to a recent Columbus
news feature.
His latest proposal, approved by
the Ohio House of Representatives, is
an omnibus bill to fight organized
crime. The former Westerville city
prosecutor, serving his second term
representing northeast Columbus and
Franklin County, previously has been
a prime mover on such law enforce
ment legislation as the Riot Control
and Omnibus Highway Safety acts.
“It (the new bill) gives the state in
vestigative powers where intercounty
crime is involved and supplies local
police with a communications net
work that is statewide,” Rep. Norris
explains.

Dr. Arthur Eugene Roose, Jr., '23,
retired in 1964 from his position as
Chief of the Department of Obstetrics
at Columbia Hospital in Pittsburgh to
his present home in Green Valley,
Arizona.
President of the Columbia Hospital
staff in 1959-60, Dr. Roose was also
a member of county, state and Ameri
can medical societies. He was a Fel
low of the Pittsburgh Obstetrics and
Gynecology Society, of the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
and of the American Society of Ab
dominal Surgeons.
Dr. Roose was a trustee of Otterbein College from 1948 to 1952, and
again from 1958 to 1961. He served
terms on the board of directors of
both the Wilkinsburg Civic Symphony
and the West Penn Auto Club. He is
currentlly active as an Elder and a
member of the Session of Trinity
Presbyterian Church in Tucson.

Pollutants Researcher
Stephen P. Ellis, '65, is a graduate
research assistant at Auburn Univer
sity, Alabama, where he is investigat
ing the binding and nature of the re
actions of pollutants on micro-organ
isms.
Mr. Ellis is a member of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement
of Science, and the United Methodist
Church through which he advances
an interest in social concerns.
Prior to coming to Auburn, Mr.
Ellis worked as a teaching assistant
at Ohio State University.
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off the campus

Thomas (Continued from Page 10)
Thomas is a member of Phi Alpha
Theta history honorary, the American
Historical Association and the Ohio
Academy of History.
Four professors have also joined
the Otterbein staff on a part-time
basis. Acting Dean Dr. Thomas J.
Kerr has named three new full-time
instructors who have joined the col
lege at the beginning of the winter
term.
Two of the part-time faculty mem
bers will be teaching in the depart
ment of economics. William Anthony,
currently a Ph.D. candidate at The
Ohio State University, will teach La
bor Economics during the winter
term. Dr. Uwe Woltemade, who is
chairman of the department of eco
nomics at Ohio Wesleyan University,
will be a part-time lecturer, teaching
a course in Intermediate Macroeco
nomic Analysis, also during the win
ter term.
Jack Gibbs, principal of East High
School in Columbus, also serves as
a part-time instructor at Otterbein.
Gibbs is teaching Interdisciplinary
Black Thought.
Miss Velma Ogg, assistant profes
sor emeritus who retired from Otter
bein in June, 1969, has returned to
active teaching duties because of the
illness of Department Chairman John
K. Coulter, Jr., and will instruct two
English classes.

Publishing Professors
Two Otterbein professors have re
cently published contributions to
their special field of study.
Dr. Harold Hancock, chairman of
the Department of History and Gov
ernment, has written the chapter
“Reconstruction in Delaware" in a
history book, RECONSTRUCTION IN
THE BORDER STATE, which was pub
lished recently by Johns Hopkins
Press.
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The Civil War and the reconstruc
tion period have long been of special
interest to Dr. Hancock. He has
taught courses in this area at Otter
bein and The Ohio State University.
His doctoral dissertation dealt with
the Civil War in the state of Delaware.
During a spring sabbatical Dr.
Hancock plans more research into
Delaware history and will write several
articles on the Freedman’s Bureau
and Civil War income tax.
John A. Taylor, associate profes
sor of physics, has recently published
a two-part workbook, “Programmed
Study Aid For Introductory Physics.”
Taylor, who holds a B.S. from Worchester Polytechnical Institute and a
Ph.D. from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, calls the workbooks,
“A bridge over the gap between the
theory in most textbooks and the
practical solving of physics prob
lems."
The work, four years in the mak
ing, was published by Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., Inc. of Reading, Mas
sachusetts, and is designed to be
used in conjunction with frequently
used physics texts, particularly SearsZemansky’s “University Physics.”
Taylor was first prompted to write
a physics workbook while instructing
at Drexel University, his most recent
position before coming to Otterbein.
Taylor said, "I observed that most
students, at all levels of competence,
had great difficulty in the transition
from the text material to the home
work problems. The workbooks con
tain small, step-by-step explanations
of representative problems which
hopefully overcome the transition dif
ficulty.”
After a tentative beginning, he was
further convinced of the need for this
type of work when he attended a
workshop on programmed material
for physics. Many of the problems
Taylor had observed had also been
very apparent to others in his field.
A vast amount of pre-testing and
critical evaluation of the problems

contained in the books was per
formed with the cooperation of Otter
bein students. Much credit for the
production of the work must go to a
number of students and Otterbein
staff members, Taylor said.

Wirth

(Continued from Page 19)

A member of the Otterbein United
Methodist Church, Mr. Wirth used the
basketball knowledge remembered
from his varsity experiences at Ot
terbein to coach the church basket
ball team in 1965 and 1966. In ad
dition he has played on Monsanto's
IRAD basketball and golf teams.
In 1967 he earned his private pi
lot’s license and a year ago became
a member of the Dayton Pilot’s Club.
At present he is a student at Salmon
P. Chase Law School in Cincinnati, a
night school for law students, where
he is completing his second semester.
In Mr. Wirth’s opinion, “Otterbein
is one of the finest liberal arts col
leges in the country. My wife and I
plan to send both our daughters to
Otterbein, as it offers excellent teach
ing with a friendly atmosphere.”

Math Majors in Detroit
Lewis R. Rose, ’63, was discharged
from the Air Force in October, 1969,
and is currently working as an in
vestment analyst for the First Nation
al Bank of Detroit. After graduating
from Otterbein, Mr. Rose received his
Master’s degree from Ohio State Uni
versity. In his subsequent Air Force
service, he cites numerous occasions
when his math training proved valu
able. For a time he taught a form of
math in an Air Force intelligence
school.
Mrs. Rose (Claudia Smith, ’64),
was also a math major while at Ot
terbein. She taught Junior High math
in Upper Arlington (Columbus) and
in the public schools of Louisiana
while her husband was stationed at
Shreveport.
The Roses are the parents of two
children, Lloyd, almost 3, and Gail,
11/2-

A London Theatre Tour
by Charles W. Dodrill
Editor's note: The following is
an excerpt from an evaluation of
the current (1969-70) London,
England, theater season written
by Dr. Dodrill for THE CUE. Dr.
Dodrill and a group of Otterbein
students spent two weeks in Lon
don in December, 1969.

Generally speaking the current Lon
don season is reminiscent of the cur
rent New York season in that there
are few new plays of quality. It is also
reminiscent of past New York sea
son’s successes because the best
productions have simply been trans
ferred across the Atlantic.
It is safe to say that except for a
couple of instances the most excit
ing London theater is provided by the
permanent and visiting repertory the
ater groups.

emy Clyde (of Chad and Jeremy folk
singers). This superb play concerns
the conduct of British officers in India
at the turn of the last century.
Activity in the off-Broadway type
theaters of London, the theater clubs
(such as the Hampstead) and other
out of the way theaters such as the
Roundhouse (a converted railway sta
tion with about 1800 seats in a thrust
or three-sided arena stage), is also
apparently down from past seasons.
Many of our students also at
tended the Royal Ballet and Royal
Opera at the Covent Garden Theater,
while others went to the Sadler’s
Wells or Victoria-Albert.
(Continued on Page 32)

Most American productions of
Shakespeare’s plays seem quite pale
in comparison with the truly mag
nificent offerings of the Royal Shake
speare Company. The English actor
“speaks the language’’ with such
ease and vitality that one need not
strain to hear nor understand, while
he also seems equally at home with
dance, sword or love-scene.

Alumni Clubs'
Activities Round-up

The National Theater, playing at
the Old Vic under the leadership of
Sir Lawrence Olivier, has several
plays in repertory, the most contem
porary being a new play by Nichols
entitled THE NATIONAL HEALTH.

Cleveland — February 14, 1970;
Dover Congregational Church; Club
president; Bob Studer, ’59, and Emily
Wilson, ’54. Program: Film “From
The Tower” shown by Dick Pfiieger,
’48. Future: New officers Rudy Thom
as, ’43, president, Margaret Lloyd,
'64, secretary and Herbert Adams,
’51, treasurer.

In the so-called “commercial West
End’’ of London theater one of
the season’s outstanding comedies is
contributed by the Chichester Festi
val Repertory Company. The play is
a revival of the 1880’s Arthur Wing
Pinero farce entitled THE MAGIS
TRATE, starring one of the finest
actors and undoubtedly finest “far
ceurs” on the twentieth century
stage, Alistair Sim, and featuring
Patricia Routledge. My students were
amazed to discover that this play was
almost ninety years old. How could
anything that old be such fun?
The finest dramatic hit of the sea
son, one that is certain to be played
on Broadway in the near future, is
CONDUCT UNBECOMING starring
Maxine Audley, Paul Jones and Jer

Akron — March 21, 1970; home of
Wendall and Gage King, ’48, ’47;
Club president: Jane Tyron Bolin, '42;
Program: Reports from students on
study abroad experiences. Future:
Plans being made for summer theatre
meeting.

Colorado — March 31, 1970; home
of Joe Ariki, '46, area chairman; Pro
gram: Film “From The Tower” shown
by Elwyn Williams, Vice President for
Development and Public Relations.
Columbus—March 6, 1970; Otter
bein College Campus Center; Harvey
Vance, '63, program coordinator. Pro
gram: Play “Twelfth Night” and re
marks from Vice President Elwyn Wil
liams. Future: New Officers Vernon
Pack, '50, president and J. Robert
Knight, '28, vice-president.
Florida Gold Coast — March 13,
1970; Beach Club Hotel, Ft. Lauder
dale; Club president: Perry Wysong,

’39. Program: Film “From The Tow
er” shown by Dick Pfiieger, '48 and
long range plans discussed by Vice
President Elwyn Williams. Future:
officers Robert and Beverly Boring,
'53, '54, president and secretary,
Marjorie Reese Borsum, ’52, director.
Florida West Coast — March 10,
1970; Bradford’s Coach House, St.
Petersburg; Club president: James
Yost, '51. Program: Film “From The
Tower” shown by Dick Pfiieger, '48,
and long range plans discussed by
Vice President, Elwyn Williams. Fu
ture: New club president Beverly
Thompson Kelly, '52 and secretary
Donna Sniff Sitton, '55.
Dayton — April 11, 1970; Neil’s Her
itage House; Club president: George
Vawter, '49. Program: “Long Range
Plans” presentation by Elwyn Wil
liams, Vice President for Develop
ment and Public Relations.
Greensburg—March 4, 1970; Moun
tain View Inn, Greensburg, Pennsyl
vania; Club president: J. Robert Munden, '35. Program: Film “From The
Tower” shown by Dick Pfiieger, '48.
Future: New directors Harold and
Helen Darling, '24, John Peterson,
'60, and Gerald Reese, '49.
Los Angeles — February 7, 1970;
Skyroom — Hutchins Hall, Pasadena;
Club president: James T. Whipp, '56.
Program: Film “From The Tower”
shown by Vice President, Elwyn Wil
liams. Future: Committee of Virginia
A. Ford, '55, Joe Henry, '26, and Wal
ter Martin, '27, appointed to plan
club project.
Philadelphia — February 4, 1970;
Downtown Sheraton Hotel; Re-or
ganizational meeting. Program: Film
“From The Tower” shown by Chester
R. Turner, '43. Future: New officers
Robert Kintigh, '65, president, Deb
bie Holliday Kintigh, '68, secretary.
A late spring meeting is planned.
San Diego — February 8, 1970; First
United Methodist Church; Meeting co
ordinator: Donald R. Martin, II, '63.
Program: Film “From The Tower”
shown by Vice President, Elwyn Wil
liams.
San Francisco—February 13, 1970;
Castagnalis — Fisherman’s Wharf;
Club president: John R. Shively, '33.
Program: Film “From The Tower”
shown by Vice President, Elwyn Wil
liams. Future: A summer family get
together is in the making.
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flAshes fRom the classes
The Class of 1969
Of the 160 members of the class of 1969
time, eighty-six are teaching, with all levels
instruction areas. Twenty-one are enrolled in
are in a branch of military service, three are
listed.

who have returned their Information Office Record questionnaires by press
represented from kindergarten through college and including special
either graduate school or medical school with six attending seminary. Eight
airline stewardesses, and two are secretaries. Over 23 other occupations were

It is appropriate that in this designated Science Year 1969-70, we note the 1969 graduates who hold the Bachelor of
Science degree. They are: Barry W. Askren, Richard Augspurger. Jon Banning, Mrs. Joellen Stull Bashford, Jack Benner,
Virginia Biemel, Jack Booth, James Brubaker, Mrs. John Carter, Douglas Sherwood Corner, Chris Cordle, Kathryn Cun
ningham, Mary C. Eagle, Cecil Elliott, Judith Gilg, Frederick Glasser, Annmary Miller Gruber, David Harris, Robert Hewitt,
Alice M. Hoffmeister, Harry Jensen, Thomas Jent, David Jones, Judith Ann Keiser, Karl Kempf, Richard P. Kratzer, Michael
G. Leadbettter, Dayre Lias, Peter L. Lubs, John McDonald, Richard Lee McKinney, Franklin Miller, Marilyn Miller, James
K. Morisey, Frederick A. Myers, Jean-Pierre O’Neal, Martha J. Onstott, James Payton, Ann Pringle, David Reynolds,
Edward Sechrist, Mrs. Bonnie McGhee Shifley, Carolyn Slick, Frederick K. Steck, Trudy Thomas, Jeffrey Upp, Roger Wharton,
Marc Woodward.
Frederic W. Ackerman, teaching Eng
lish at South Central High School in
Greenwich. Address: 47 South Kniffin
Street, Greenwich, Ohio 44837.
Mrs. Chris Adams (Linda Washnok),
teaching French and history at Indiana
Junior High School in Indiana, Penn
sylvania. Address: 924 Water Street, In
diana, Pennsylvania 15701.
Mrs. Richard Albert (Mary Harlan),
teaching third grade in Anchorage, Alas
ka. Address: P.O. Box 8031, Anchorage,
Alaska 99504.
Nancy Arnold, teaching third grade
at Moraine Meadows Elementary School
in Kettering. Address: 509 Lewiston
Road, Apartment 2, Kettering, Ohio
45429.
Barry Askren, teaching junior high
science at Ashley Elementary School in
Ashley. Address: 75 Illinois Avenue,
Apartment C, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Richard Augspurger, medical student
at Ohio State University.
Mrs. Richard Augspurger (Susan
Keister), teaching home economics at
Miami Trace High School.
Barbara Jean Bachtel, Address: 222
Twin Oaks Road, Apartment 16, Akron,
Ohio 44313.
John H. Baffa, special agent for
the U. S. Secret Service in Presidential
Protection and Violations of Federal
Laws. Address: 1964 Westwood-North
ern Boulevard, Apartment 2, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45225.
Dave Barnes, serving auto mechanics
apprenticeship for Lombardo Pontiac.
Address: 441-S Kenwood Dr., Euclid,
Ohio.
Mrs. Frederick Bashford (Joellyn K.
Stull), teaching science at Miamisburg
Junior High School and attending grad
uate school at Wright State University.
Address: 2161 Imperial Road, Miamis
burg, Ohio 45342.
Robert M. Bateson, serving in the
U. S. Army. Address: 276 South Hamp
ton Road, Columbus, Ohio 43213.
Thomas R. Bay, attending Ohio
Northern University, College of Law,
and working toward a J. D. degree. Ad
dress: 615 South Johnson Street, Ada,
Ohio 45810.
Daniel E. Bender, working as an as
sistant psychiatric therapist. Address:
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1230 NE 4th Court, Boca Raton, Flor
ida 33432.
Mrs. Daniel E. Bender (Wendy Ficker), also working as an assistant psy
chiatric therapist. Address: 1230 NE
4th Court, Boca Raton, Florida 33432.
Virginia Biemel, teaching junior high
math at McGuffy Junior High School in
Columbus. Address: 4801-H Kingshill
Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Jack B. Booth, attending Ohio State
Medical School. Address: 566 Stinchcomb Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43202.
Stephanie Brandon, teaching junior
high math in Mount Vernon. Address:
1115 North Mulberry, Apartment 4,
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050.
Robert H. Breece, employed by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland as
a program analyst. Address: 1491 E.
191st Street, Apartment H-447, Euclid,
Ohio 44117.
Whitney A. Briedenbach, employed
as a stewardess for American Airlines.
Address: 7785 Nordica Avenue, Niles,
Illinois 60648.
Cherrie L. Brothers, employed as a
stewardess for Delta Airlines. Address:
1111 South Post Oak Road, Apartment
730, Houston, Texas 77027.
James K. Brubaker, employed by
Ayerst Laboratories Inc. as a chemist
and auditor for outside suppliers and
in-plant activities. Address: 178 Lake
Street, Rouses Point, New York 12979.
Mrs. Gordon R. Bury III (Betty L.
Parmelee), homemaker. Address: 460
North Main Street, Hudson, Ohio 44236.
Mrs. Gene Campbell (Judith Chadwell), working as a substitute teacher.
Address: 3030 Highway 146, Apartment
16, Laporte, Texas 77571.
Mrs. Ronald L. Candow (Linda
Clouse), teaching home economics in
Richmond Heights. Address: 27700
Tungsten Drive, Apartment 203-C, Euc
lid, Ohio 44132.
Marguerite Carder, teaching social
studies at Southmoor Junior High
School in Columbus. Address: 15 Har
ley Avenue, Apartment 5, Columbus,
Ohio 43202.
Mrs. Barry Caudill (Carol Wolf),
teaching in a non-graded elementary
school in Eaton. Address: Rural Route
2, Camden, Ohio 45311.

Elly Kassner Cleaver, working as a
homemaker. Address 866B Preddy Ave
nue, Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601.
Barbara A. Cochrane, teaching kin
dergarten at Washington Elementary
School in Canton. Address: 237 Grand
view N.W., Canton, Ohio 44708.
Mrs. Clara Lavender Conley, teaching
in Wellston, Ohio.
Mrs. Charles C. Conn, III (Sharon M.
Luster), working as a secretary. Ad
dress: 1773 Brookline Avenue, Apart
ment 3, Dayton, Ohio 45420.
Chris Cordle, enrolled in a Ph.D. pro
gram at Johns Hopkins University with
major field in bio-chemistry. Address;
3401 North Charles Street, Baltimore,
Maryland 21218.
Mrs. Chris Cordle (Susan Palmer), at
tending Johns Hopkins University in a
Master of Arts in teaching program and
serving internship in teaching at Balti
more City Schools.
Douglas S. Corner, attending Ohio
State graduate school on a teaching
assistantship in the department of
chemistry. Address: 623 Harley Drive,
Apartment 7, Columbus, Ohio 43202.
Mrs. Dennis A. Cowden (Linda L.
Joyce), teaching English grammar and
supplemental courses to men who wish
to complete their high school diploma
in the General Education Development
Program at the Army Education Center,
McNair Barracks, Berlin, Germany. Ad
dress: 7350 Support Group, Box 24,
APO New York 09611.
Patience Cox, teaching third grade at
Spencer Elementary School in Defiance.
Address: 718 Nicholas Street, Defiance,
Ohio 43512.
Mrs. Robert E. Dengg (Marian Diedrich), teaching art in six schools in the
Tuslaw Local School District. Address:
1427 Greensburg Road, Uniontown,
Ohio 44685.
Steven P. Deringer, teaching fifth
grade at Gahanna. Address: 1902 Tam
arack Circle, North, Apartment C, Co
lumbus, Ohio 43229.
Mrs. Steven P. Deringer (Marlene
Lansman), teaching junior high English
at Blendon Junior High in Westerville.
Address: 1902 Tamarack Circle, North,
Apartment C, Columbus, Ohio 43229.

Janet Ann Dowdy, administrative aide
in the Education Office at Battelle’s
Columbus Laboratories. Address: 1127
Woodlane Drive N.E., Lancaster, Ohio
43130.
Thomas Drake, teaching fifth grade
at Stewart Avenue School. Address:
4201 Scott Court, North, Columbus,
Ohio 43228.
Mrs. Thomas Drake (Barbara Wurst),
employed by the Franklin County Wel
fare Department as a social worker. Ad
dress: 4201 Scott Court, North, Colum
bus, Ohio 43228.
Mrs. Frank Drumm, Jr. (Eleanor M.
Stuber), teaching in an elementary
school in Morrison, Colorado. Address:
P.O. Box 201, Golden, Colorado 80401.
Mary C. Eagle, Chief Medical Re
search Technician in the Radioisotope
Laboratory at Children's Hospital. Ad
dress: 1340 Dublin Road, Apartment
28, Columbus, Ohio 43215.
Mrs. William Eggers (Beth E. Schlegel), teaching English in Jackson Me
morial High School. Address: 2919 Kip
ling N.W., Massillon, Ohio 44646.
Edward J. Elberfeld, teaching in Co
lumbus Public Schools. Address: 721/2
North State, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Cecil L. Elliott, teaching science at
Blendon Junior High, Westerville. Ad
dress: 1915 Tamarack Circle South,
Apartment 303, Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Loretta K. Evans, teaching third grade
in Jefferson Local Schools. Address:
5284 Tamarack Circle, Apartment C,
Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Gerald D. Farby, teaching science
and physical education and coaching
junior high and senior high school
sports. Address: 5596 Babbitt Road,
New Albany, Ohio 43054.
Mrs. Dale G. Fisher (Joyce Abella),
teaching home economics at Thomas
W. Harvey High School in Painesville.
Address: 650 Hoyt Street, No. 204,
Painesville, Ohio 44077.
Thomas R. Foster, teaching American
history and coaching basketball, foot
ball, and track at Frederickton High
School. Address: Box 47, Fredericktown,
Ohio 43019.
Daryl G. Fourman, attending the
United Theological Seminary in Dayton.
Address: 1810 Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Mrs. Larry E. Ganger (Connie Born),
Address: 1475 Edgewood Drive, Apart
ment 8A, Lima, Ohio 45805.
Karen Gearhart, school nurse in four
schools for the Columbus Board of
Education. Address: 75 North West
Street, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
David L. Geary, Second Lieutenant
United States Air Force, on education
delay as candidate for the Master of
Science in Journalism at West Virginia
University. Employed as staff assistant
with Student Educational Services. Ad
dress: 127 Boreman Hall, West Virginia
University, Morgantown, West Virginia
26506.
Frederick D. Glasser, attending grad
uate school at The Ohio State Uni
versity, Department of Chemistry on a
teaching assistantship. Address: 46
East 8th Ave., Apartment C, Columbus,
Ohio 43201.
Jane E. Goodrich, employed as a
Benefit Examiner for the Social Security

Administration at the Chicago payment
center. Address: 1001 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610.
Mrs. Howard Green (Martha J.
Rhoades), teaching kindergarten at
New Albany Elementary. Address: 126
Steffan Court, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Larry D. Green, Second Lieutenant
United States Air Force, Squadron Com
mander with the Civil Engineering
Squadron. Address: CMR Box 2954,
Minot AFB, North Dakota 58701.
Michael D. Griffith, employed as the
office manager for a lobbyist group,
the Ohio Civil Service Employees As
sociation. Address: Route 1, Box 33,
Hebron, Ohio 43025.
Jane Griggs, employed as an English
teacher and a junior high librarian at
Utica. Address: Route 1, Appleton
Road, Alexandria, Ohio 43001.
Mrs. Jack Gruber (Annmary Miller),
working as a homemaker. Address: 786
South Third Street, Columbus, Ohio
43206.
Rebecca L. Hart, teaching fifth grade
at Union Elementary School in Engle
wood. Address: 1043 South Main
Street, Dayton, Ohio 45409.
Barbara L. Heeger, teaching art at
Indian Lake Senior High School. Ad
dress: 125 Pleasant Drive, Bellefontaine, Ohio 43311.
Dennis D. Heffner, working on Mas
ter of Divinity at United Theological
Seminary. Address: 1810 Harvard Bou
levard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Mrs. Dennis D. Heffner (Carolyn D.
Krumm), employed as the CirculationPeriodicals Librarian at United Theo
logical Seminary. Address: 1810 Har
vard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Kathy Heinrich, attetiding Case West
ern Reserve School of Library Science
and working for Cuyahoga County Pub
lic Library. Address: 21780 Briarwood
Drive, Fairview Park, Ohio 44126.
James R. Henry, teaching in Dayton.
Address: 127 Comstock Avenue. Ger
mantown, Ohio 45327.
Robert T. Hewitt, employed for the
Penn Central Transportation Co. as a
computer systems analyst in designing
and programming computer systems.
Address: 570 West DeKalb Pike, King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406.
Larry S. Hinder, teaching history at
Woodward Park Junior High School.
Address: 1028 Loring Road, Apartment
C, Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Susan E. Hockett, teaching sixth
grade at Wooster Heights School. Ad
dress: 2286 Kentwood Drive, Mansfield,
Ohio 44900.
Alice M. Hoffmeister, teaching math
at Northland High School. Address:
4801 H. Kingshill Court, Columbus,
Ohio 43229.
Joyce L. Homolak, teaching first
grade at Wallings Road School in
Brecksville. Address: 5820 Dunham
Road, Maple Heights, Ohio 44137.
John P. Hunt, working in manage
ment and sales with Sears, Roebuck
and Company in Akron and studying to
become a postulant from the Diocese
of Ohio in order to attend Episcopal
Theological School in Cambridge, Mass.
Address: 4219 Maple Drive, Richfield,
Ohio 44286.

Harry Jensen, Second Lieutenant,
United States Marine Corps. Address:
Ward 2B S.O.Q., US Naval Hospital,
FPO Seattle, Washington 98765.
Thomas J. Jent, employed as a com
puter programmer by B.F. Goodrich Co.
Address: 760 Westpoint Avenue, Akron,
Ohio 44310.
Christina L. Jones, teaching fourth
grade at Macedonia Elementary School.
Address: 1400 Seneca Boulevard, No.
209, Broadview Heights, Ohio 44147.
David F. Jones, lecturer and gradu
ate student in physics at Ohio State
University. Address: 1087 Jones Tower,
101 Curl Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
'Mrs. James H. Jones (Sandra L.
Page), teaching second grade in Perry
Local District. Address: 3272 Forestview Street N-E, North Canton, Ohio
44721.
Gerald R. Kelley, attending Ohio State
University graduate school in French
literature on a four-year fellowship. Ad
dress: Jones Graduate Tower, 101 Curl
Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
Mrs. Larry Kelley (Patricia Copeland),
teaching second grade at London City
Schools. Address: Rural Route No. 1,
Neil Road, London, Ohio 43140.
Mrs. William E. Kirksey (Sarah J.
Flack), employed as a researcher and
office manager for a Buffalo, New York,
advertising firm in Ft. Lauderdale. Ad
dress: 4160 N.W. 24th Court, Apart
ment 235, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
33300.
Mrs. Cornelius Koorn (Peggy Neal),
teaching physical education at Brookpark Junior High School. Address: 37D
South West Boulevard, Grove City, Ohio
43123.
Mrs. Brent M. Koudelka (Linda Crow),
teaching Spanish at North High School
in Columbus. Address: 300 West Lane
Avenue No. 34, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
Richard P. Kratzer, employed as a
Group Claim Representative for the
Aetna Life Insurance Company. Ad
dress: 200 West Parkwood Drive, Dayton, Ohio 45405.
Mrs. John S. Kruse (Kathryn Carter),
working as a homemaker. Address: Box
23 AFRSF, FPO. New York, New York
09551.
Mrs. Michael L. Kuhn (Joan L.
Evans), teaching fifth grade in Parma,
Ohio. Address: United States Air Force,
Dover, Delaware 19901.
Paula K. Kurth, teaching English in
the Ottawa-Glandorf school system. Ad
dress: 1491/2 South Oak Street, Ottawa,
Ohio 45875.
Donald G. Lang, teaching high school
mathematics in North Baltimore, Ohio.
Mrs. Donald G. Lang (Janis Abbott),
teaching mathematics in North Balti
more High School. Address: 412 Cen
tral Avenue, North Baltimore, Ohio
45872.
Michael G. Leadbetter, attending Ohio
State University Medical School. Ad
dress: 1618 Hunter Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio 43201.
Linda S. Lebold, teaching elementary
and junior high general music in Indian
Valley school system. Address: Route
No. 1, Bolivar, Ohio 44612.
Mrs. David W. Lees (Suzanne Allison),
teaching English at Licking Heights
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High School. Address: Route 1, Alex
andria, Ohio 43001.
Mrs. Richard Lender (Joyce Custer),
teaching first grade at Licking Heights
Elementary School in Summit Station.
Address: 114 Oak Canyon Drive, Pataskala, Ohio 43062.
Peter Lubs, enrolled in a Master of
Arts teaching program at Northwestern
University in Evanston and is teaching
biology at a Chicago high school. Ad
dress: 5825 N. Maplewood Avenue, Chi
cago, Illinois 62521.
Dale E. Ludwick, Second Lieutenant,
United States Air Force. Address: 1003
State Fair Boulevard, Georgetown, Ohio
45121.
Mary Mahoney, teaching beginner
level at Greasewood Boarding School,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Navajo Area
in Arizona. Address: Greasewood Board
ing School, Ganado, Arizona 86505.
John J. McDonald, teaching ninth
grade science. Address: 2342 Beechmont Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45230.
Richard L. McDowell, United States
Air Force. Address: Box 262, 821 Trans
portation Squadron, Ellsworth Air Force
Base, South Dakota 57706.
Richard L. McKinney, physicist with
Defense Development and Engineering
Laboratories, United States Army’s
Edgewood Arsenal. Address: 1104 Jop
pa Road, Joppa, Maryland 21085.
George C, Mellors, attending gradu
ate school at Duquesne University. Ad
dress: 305 South 4th Street, Youngwood, Pennsylvania 15697.
Mrs. Curtis Miller (Carol J. Stevens),
teaching fifth grade at Garfield School
in Niles. Address: 150 Ninth Street,
Niles, Ohio 44446.
Joyce Ann Miller, teaching band and
chorus at Franklin Monroe High School.
Address: 3 Greenmoor Drive, Arcanum,
Ohio 45304.
Darrell Joe Moder, working toward a
Master of Divinity degree at Asbury
Theological Seminary. Address: SPO
No. 288, Asbury Theological Seminary,
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390.
Gary K. Moore, teaching and coach
ing at Worthington Schools. Address:
5751 Arborwood Court, Columbus, Ohio
43229.
James K. Morisey, Jr., attending Uni
versity of North Carolina Law School.
Address: 355 Craige Hall, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Car
olina 27514.
J. Cheryl Muha, teaching second
grade at Stiles Elementary School in
Lincoln Village. Address: 313 Nation
wide Boulevard, No. 5, Columbus, Ohio
43228.
Mrs. Joseph Mullenix (Suzanne Cook
sey), teaching third grade in Granville,
Ohio. Address: 76-C Andover Road,
Heath, Ohio 43055.
Frederick A. Myers, working toward
an M.S. degree in physics at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute on a teaching assistantship. Address: 501 Sixth Avenue,
Altoona, Pennsylvania 16602.
_
Mrs. Jack L. Bullar (Sue Newton),
teaching kindergarten. Address: 356
Loveman Avenue, Worthington, Ohio
43085.
Jean-Pierre O’Neal, attending Medi
cal School at Ohio State University. Ad
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dress: 169 South Clarendon Avenue,
Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Martha J. Onstott, research specialist
in Division of Dermatology at Ohio
State University. Address: 5842 Arborwood Court, Apartment D, Columbus,
Ohio 43229.
Sandra Oren, teaching elementary
physical education in Shelby, Ohio.
Mrs. Richard Orndorff (Carol Ham
mond Orndorff), teaching elementary
level in Wood County Schools. Address:
203 South Maple, Bowling Green, Ohio
43402.
Jerry C. Parker, employed as a psy
chologist at the Ohio Penitentiary. Ad
dress: 1894 Tamarack Circle, Colum
bus, Ohio 43229.
Jimmy J. Payton, attending graduate
school at Ohio State University in Eco
nomics. Address: 3626 Woodbine Ave
nue, Dayton, Ohio 45420.
Lowell L. Peters, attending United
Theological Seminary in Dayton. Ad
dress: 1810 Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Carol Pohly, teaching fifth grade at
Oak Creek Elementary School in Ketter
ing. Address: 4425-C Wilmington Pike,
Kettering, Ohio 45440.
Thomas P. Pottenburgh, teaching
English at Roosevelt Junior High School
in Columbus. Address: 204 West Main
Street, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
David L. Price, teaching instrumental
and vocal music at Logan Elm High
School. Address: 444 South State
Street, Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Michael L. Price, teaching English,
history and government at Claymont
High School in Uhrichsville. Address:
11234 Eastport Avenue, Uhrichsville,
Ohio 44683.
Saranne Price, teaching English at
Whetstone High School and Central
Evening High School in Columbus. Ad
dress: 581 Riverview Drive, No. 306,
Columbus, Ohio 43202.
Carole L. Prileson, social worker for
Cuyahoga County Welfare Department.
Address: 20730 Goller Avenue, Euclid,
Ohio 44119.
Ann Pringle, employed by Chemical
Abstracts Service, Columbus. Address:
5842 Arborwood Drive, Columbus, Ohio
43229.
Forrest Rice, Jr., attending graduate
school in history at Northwestern Uni
versity. Address: 1922 Orrington Ave
nue, Evanston, Illinois 60201.
Timothy F. Roush, in AMOC Training
at Chanute Air Force Base as a Second
Lieutenant. Address: 39 Rose Drive,
Shull’s Estates, Rantoul, Illinois 61866.
Cynthia D. Rowles, teaching physical
education at Walnut Springs Junior
High in Westerville. Address: 1874
Tamarack Court North, Apartment A,
Columbus, Ohio 43229.
David J. Ruch, teaching speech, dra
matics, and music in the Granville
Schools. Also alumni advisor to Zeta
Phi Fraternity. Address: 346 East Col
lege Street, Granville, Ohio 43023.
Mrs. Ronn Rucker (Ruth Miller),
teaching third grade at John Burroughs
Elementary School. Address: 1494
North High Street, Apartment 39, Co
lumbus, Ohio 43201.
Mrs. W. Dean Rugh (Kathryn Moody),
teaching fourth grade. Address: 1810

Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
W. Dean Rugh, attending United
Theological Seminary at Dayton. Ad
dress: 1810 Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Rebecca L. Ruple, teaching fifth
grade at Kitty Hawk School. Address:
5431 Misty Lane, Dayton, Ohio 45424.
Larry E. Rupp, employed by State of
Ohio, Division of Corrections in Chillicothe. Address: 248 Oak Street, Jackson, Ohio 45640.
Patricia E. Schar, teaching English
at East High School. Address: 121
West Home Street, Westerville, Ohio
43081.
Nancy Scheiner, teaching first grade
in the Brooklyn City Schools. Address:
4688 Century Circle, Brooklyn, Ohio
44109.
Susan C. Schlencher, teaching French
and English at Learwood Junior High
School. Address. 17833 Whitney Road
No. 217, Strongsville, Ohio 44136.
William E. Sechrist, teaching science
and health at Emerson Junior High
School in Lakewood. Address: 12943
Clifton
Boulevard,
Lakewood, Ohio
44107.
Nancy J. Sells, teaching swimming
for the Columbus Recreation Depart
ment. Address: 4819 Bromsgrove Court,
Columbus, Ohio 43227.
Lois J. Shaulis, teaching kindergarten
and Spanish at Red Bird Mission in
Kentucky. Address: Red Bird Mission,
Beverly, Kentucky 40913.
Mrs, James E. Sheridan, Jr. (Rebecca
A. Kramer), employed as a home econ
omist for Columbus and Southern Ohio
Electric Company. Address: 50 North
Liberty Street, Apartment 4, Delaware,
Ohio 43015.
Bonnie C. Shifley, research assistant
for Dr. S. S. Y. Young, Ohio State Uni
versity, performing experimental studies
in population genetics. Address: 5969
Columbus Pike, Route No. 4, Delaware,
Ohio 43015.
Mrs. Philip M. Shue (Nancy Young),
teaching science at Cambridge Junior
High in Cambridge, Wisconsin. Address:
5705 Garden Circle, Apartment 3, Mad
ison, Wisconsin 53716.
Ronald D. Simpson, Jr., attending
Bowling Green State University gradu
ate school on an assistantship. Ad
dress: 235 Varsity North, Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402.
Mrs. Ronald D. Simpson, Jr. (Pamela
J. Traylor), teaching fifth grade. Ad
dress: 235 Varsity North, Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402.
Carolyn K. Slick, teaching math in
Arcanum High School. Address: Rural
Route No. 3, Greenville, Ohio 45331.
Kathy D. Sponsellor, teaching French
at Brecksville Senior High School. Ad
dress: 1400 Seneca Boulevard, No.
209, Broadview Heights, Ohio 44147.
Patricia A. Spreng, employed by
Ohio Bell in public relations and
public speaking. Address: 2157 Sum
mit, Apartment 7, Columbus, Ohio
43201.
Ruth Stanley, teaching co educational
home economics at Walnut Middle Jun
ior High School in Painesville. Address:
7155 Hart Street, B-14, Mentor, Ohio
44060.

Frederic Steck, working on an M.S. in
forest ecology in the Michigan State
University Department of Forestry. Ad
dress: 536 Owen Hall East, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michi
gan 48823.
Linda K. Swan, teaching kindergarten
in Connellsville Area Schools. Address:
104 Breakneck Avenue, Connellsville,
Pennsylvania 15425.
David T. Thomas, attending the
United Theological Seminary in Dayton.
Address: 1810 Harvard Boulevard,'Dayton, Ohio 45406.
Mrs. David T. Thomas (Nancy Brad
ford), teaching elementary music in the
Northmont School system. Address:
1810 Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio
45406.
Trudy Thomas, attending Case West
ern Reserve University’s School of
Nursing. Address: 1986 East 107,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Betty L. Wagner, teaching third grade
at Jesse Mason Elementary School in
Canton. Address:
2519-8th
Street,
N.W., Canton, Ohio 44708.
Mrs. Keith Wampler (Nan Searles),
teaching speech and English at Wor
thington High School. Address: 470
North Street, Apartment C, Worthing
ton, Ohio 43085.
Marcia Webb, employed as a secre
tary and working toward a B.A. in Eng
lish at the University of Pittsburgh. Ad
dress: 5510 Ellsworth Avenue, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania 15232.
Karen E. Wertz, employed as a recre
ator for American Red Cross Service
to Military Hospitals in Georgia. Ad
dress: c/o American Red Cross, Martin
Army Hospital, Fort Banning, Georgia
31905.
Roger Wharton, teaching in an Out
door Education School and graduate
student at Northern Illinois University.
Address: 2685 New Milford School
Road, Rockford, Illinois 61109.
Marshall W. Winner, Ensign in United
States Navy in flight training. Address:
310 West Gregory Street, Apartment 1,
Pensacola, Florida 32501.
Tanya S. Winter, employed as a
stewardess for Delta Airlines. Address:
510 Fullerton Parkway No. 202, Chi
cago, Illinois 60614.
Marc A. Woodward, teaching biology
in William Henry Harrison High School.
Address: 316 Dair Avenue No. 3, Har
rison, Ohio 45030.
Mrs. Marc A. Woodward (Kathryn
Cunningham), teaching French and
English at William Henry Harrison High
School. Address: 316 Dair Avenue No.
3, Harrison, Ohio 45030.
Dennis Wollam, teaching vocal and
instrumental music at Crestview High
School. Address: Box 151, Savannah,
Ohio 44874.
Elaine Yoe, teaching instrumental
and vocal music in Monroeville and at
tending Bowling Green State University
graduate school. Address: 57 Baker
Street, Apartment 8, Norwalk, Ohio
44857.
Virginia A. Zunich, attending gradu
ate school at Southern Illinois Univer
sity. Address: 108 Dogwood Lane, Cen
terville, Illinois 62918.

Note to Members
Class of 1969
If you have not yet completed
and returned your Otterbein Col
lege Office Record questionnaire.

please do so as early as possible.
The Alumni Office needs this form
for mailing purposes (such as
TOWERS), data processing, and
compilation of the new edition of
the Alumni Register. Won’t you
help us to serve you better?

Flashes from Other Classes
Dr. Willard W. Bartlett, chairman of
the Otterbein education department
from 1936-46, is living in Claremont,
California. According to a note written
January 30, he stated that he was hur
rying around in order to close up their
house “and arrange for going into the
Lodge to live and I forgot I was 85. I
overstrained my lungs with the result
I am permanently in our rest home
here with just lung power enough to
breathe while spending most of my
time in bed.”

’14

The Rev. and Mrs. Harry Richer were
honored by friends and members of the
Walton Blue Ball United Church of
Christ in a “This is Your Life” com
memoration of their 55th wedding an
niversary. In attendance were minis
ters and their wives, lay representa
tives of many churches where the
Richers have conducted evangelistic
crusades, representatives of high school
and college days, and local friends.
Rev. Richer has been in his present
pastorship for five years.

’24

Wayne Winkle retired in 1969 after
serving a total of 47 years as a teacher,
the most recent in Wilson Junior High
School, Hamilton, Ohio. Thirty years
were spent in the Hamilton Public
schools, including seven as principal
of Cleveland Elementary School. Mr.
Winkle also was superintendent of Hollansburg and Ansonia in Darke County,
of Verona in Preble County, and prin
cipal in Batavia, Ohio.

’26

Dr. Emerson D. Bragg retired October
1, 1969, after 43 years in the ministry
of the United Brethren, Evangelical
United Brethren and United Methodist
churches.

Lambert make their home in Batavia,
Ohio.
Theodore Nichols, x’27, has been ap
pointed principal at Walnut Elementary
in Painesville, Ohio, where for the past
seven years he has been instrumental
music director.
Dr. W. Frederic Miller is pastor of
Youngstown’s oldest Protestant Church,
the First Presbyterian Church. Coming
to Youngstown in 1952, the assign
ment is only the second since entering
the ministry. Dr. Miller was the sub
ject of an extensive feature in the
YOUNGSTOWN VINDICATOR last fall,
which described him as “likeable and
as efficient as a captain of industry.”

Since June, 1968, Mrs. David M.
French (Mary R. Oldt) has been the
medical director for the Flint, Michigan,
Regional Red Cross Blood Center.

Brantford B. Benton writes that his
Master’s thesis at Montclair State Col
lege on the biography of Field Marshal
Francisco de Carvajal has been ac
cepted by Hispanic Foundation (Library
of Congress), and by Institute de Antropologia e Historia de Mexico. A con
densed re-write is also now under
editorial-publication-evaluation by the
Academy of American Franciscan His
tory.

’34

Helen VanSickle Slack is teaching
fifth grade in the Westerville Public
Schools where she has served as prin
cipal and teacher for a number of
years. Also teaching in the same sys
tem is her daughter, Martha Slack
Kinkead, '63.

’36

’27

Charles O. “Chuck” Lambert retired
March 1 as Executive Director of the
Powel Crosley, Jr. Branch YMCA, a
post he has held since the branch
opened seven years ago. He has served
the Cincinnati area in one YMCA ca
pacity or another continuously since
1944, and has devoted his career to
the work of the YMCA. Mr. and Mrs.

Morris Allton was one of one hun
dred agricultural leaders honored by
the Ohio State University’s College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. The
College Centennial Award for Distin
guished Service was bestowed upon
Mr. Allton in recognition of his work
for rural America through his position
as Vice President, Public Affairs, Ohio
Farm Bureau Federation.

27

Among the many activities of Dr.
Wiiliam K. Messmer in his \work as ad
ministrative assistant to Bishop F. Ger
ald Ensley of the United Methodist
Church in Ohio, are frequent appear
ances as guest speaker. A recent note
tells us that one of these appearances
was at Grace United Methodist Church
in Zanesville, where he discussed
“Man’s Search for God.”

Wendell J. Dillinger has been elected
President of Iowa Terminal Railroad
Company after more than eleven years
of experience in the company.
Joanne Mikesell Gatto is living in
Highland, California, with her Air Force
Major husband and two small children.
Joanne lists teaching experience in
Westerville and later in Germany. At
present her husband is flying C-141’s
and is Flying Safety Officer at Newton
Air Force Base.

’38

Mrs. True Gehman Bower has been
the school librarian at Goodrich Junior
High School in Akron since 1958.
Named among the Foremost Women in
Communication for 1969-70 and an ad
visory member of The Marquis Bio
graphical Library Society, Mrs. Bower
has also been listed among Who’s Who
in Library Service, Who’s Who in the
Mid-West, and Who’s Who of American
Women. She received her Master of
Library Science degree in 1953 from
Western Reserve University.

The Rev. Mr. Glen E. Howard re
signed in December, 1969, as chaplain
and recreation director of the Ohio
Soldiers and Sailors Orphan Home in
Xenia, Ohio, to become manager of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars national
home near Lansing, Michigan. The
VFW Home has about 200 children
whose VFW-member fathers are de
ceased or totally disabled.

’54
’48

Doyle S. Blauch is an assistant pro
fessor at West Liberty State College in
West Liberty, West Virginia, where he
is teaching botany. He writes, “I am
working on my dissertation for Ph.D.
degree — hopefully by May!’’
Grace Coleman Brague and her fam
ily have been transferred with General
Electric Company (computers) from
Phoenix, Arizona, to Paris, France. She
writes that they live in the western
suburbs, “like it very much and would
enjoy hearing from Otterbeinites com
ing this way or living in Europe also.’’

’50

Austin Morgan reports that his posi
tion with the Johnson Bronze Company
in New Castle, Pennsylvania, has
changed from Controller to Vice-Presi
dent Controller.
Dr. Judith Wray of the Loretto Heights
College faculty was responsible for a
multi-media performance at Aspen (Col
orado) High School during the Colorado
Governor’s Conference on the Arts and
Humanities last summer. Other sum
mer activity for Dr. Wray included par
ticipation in an American Theatre Insti
tute presentation of “Spoon River An
thology,” and instructing a class in
readers theater.

’51

The Rev. Mr. Allen C. Jennings has
been pastor of the Otterbein United
Methodist Church in New Philadelphia,
Ohio, since 1967. Last summer he also
assumed the pastorate of Bisel United
Methodist Church in nearby Dover. Rev.
Jennings and his wife (Martha Gilliland,
’57) have two daughters aged nine and
six.

28

Dale E. Moyer has been named as
sistant to the vice president, market
ing, United States, for Marathon Oil
Company. His previous assignment was
as manager of the Columbus retail
marketing district. He has been associ
ated with the Marathon Oil Company
since 1957 when he was separated
from the Marine Corps.
Doug, x’55, and Nita Hoerner Huelf
are living in Colorado where Doug is
teaching at the U. S. Air Force Academy
and is the non-commissioned officer
in charge of two mental hygiene clinics
at the base hospital. He plans to at
tend the University of Colorado this
semester and to receive his B.S. degree
next fall. Nita is working in the Law
department where she cares for the
5,000 volume law library, types wills
and does other clerical work. She cites
this as her favorite job out of eleven
years in civil service.

Larry Rood has been teaching, coach
ing and serving as athletic director of
Pleasant View High School, Southwest
ern City School District, (Grove City,
Ohio) for the past eleven years. He
was recently named Central Athletic
Chairman, a member of the State
Board, and State Athletic Directors’
Treasurer.

’59

John and Eileen (Mitchell) Payton
now live in Sharonville (Cincinnati)
where Dr. Payton is employed in the
Princeton School System. The Paytons
are the parents of four children.

’60

Lt. Bruce L. Keck, x’60, is currently
doing hydrographic work in Alaskan
waters aboard the survey ship Fairweather with the U. S. Coast and Geo
detic Survey.
Vernon Vogel received the Advanced
Certificate in Information and Library
Science from the University of Pitts
burgh last summer. He has been pro
moted to Associate Professor at Edinboro State College.

’62

Mrs. Kirby N. Klump (Louise Bollechino) is now living in Bayside, Queens,
New York, where her husband is a
chemist at General Telephone & Elec
tronics Research Laboratory.
John Naftzger has been promoted
to account executive at Kircher, Helton
& Collett, Inc., an advertising, market
ing and public relations agency. In June
of 1969 Mr. Naftzger received a Mas
ter’s Degree in Business Administration
(major in marketing) from Xavier Uni
versity. He and his wife (Sharon Minty,
’64), and three-year-old son live in
Centerville, Ohio.

’63

Robert Dille is the new Superinten
dent of the West Virginia Conference
of the United Methodist Church.
David C. Kay was promoted last
summer to Associate Professor of
mathematics at the University of Okla
homa. His wife is the former Helen
Koehler, ’57.

’57

Recognition for service seems to be
the trademark of the Charles Bradford
family. Last year. Rev. Bradford was
included in the list of Outstanding
Young Men of America. This year his
wife is included among the Outstanding
Young Women of America. Both Brad
fords have been active in the programs
for the children and youth of their
church and the Van Wert, Ohio, com
munity where they live. Rev. and Mrs.
Bradford have four children aged 10,
7, 6, and 4.

W. Thomas Moore, x’63, was re
cently appointed plant manufacturing
engineer at the Corning Parkersburg,
West Virginia, Plant. He joined Corning,
New York, in 1965, transferring to
Parkersburg in 1968. He and his wife
(Emily Crose, x’63) live with their three
children in Vienna, West Virginia.
Arlene Huff Chase writes that she
and Larry, x’65, are now living in a
125-year-old farmhouse “on a dairy
farm, of course!” at Port Matilda, Penn
sylvania. Larry is on the staff at Penn
sylvania State and working toward a
Ph.D. in 1973. He received his Master’s
last July from North Carolina State
while working as a dairy supervisor at
a North Carolina Research Station. The
Chases have a year-old son, Kelly.

After graduating from Washington
and Lee Law School, George Parthemos
is attending New York University Grad
uate School of Business Administration
for his M.B.A. degree.

Jim Studer has joined Automated
Business Systems, Division of Litton
Industries, as a McBee systems sales
representative at the company’s Akron
office.
Jack B. Wright is teaching at The
University of Texas at Austin in the De
partment of Drama. He is also Adminis
trative Assistant to the Chairman of
the Department, and this year is serv
ing as the Regional Chairman of
the American College Theatre Festival1970. Chairman of Region 5 includes
Texas, New Mexico, Arkansas, Okla
homa and Louisiana.

Karen Persson Whalen has been a
Revoice Investigator for Franklin County
(Columbus) for two years while she and
her husband have been residing at
Lockbourne AFB. In March, the Whalens
moved to Hamilton, Ohio, where Karen
will be a Revoice Investigator for But
ler County.

’70

Marjorie Benson is teaching English
for the remainder of the school year in
the Bucyrus City Schools.
Karen Alexander, x’70, has passed
her Licensed Practical Nurse State
Board test, and is now a Certified Podi
atrist Assistant.

’66
Sherry Perlick Day would like to re
ceive communication from “long lost
friends. My husband and I reside in
nature's paradise. Elk Rapids (Mich.)
is surrounded by woods and lakes. We
enjoy the recreation of the area and
are currently busy snowmobiling. I
teach social studies and science in the
upper elementary grades in a small
non-graded school. My husband, Phil,
is a supervisor at a plastic products
factory in Traverse City. I'd love to
hear from old friends. Address: P.O.
Box 292, Elk Rapids, Michigan 49629.”
Rebecca Clark is attending Kent
State University this year as a graduate
student in history.
David Newton is in his third year of
teaching in the Westerville Public
Schools where he has classes in alge
bra and geometry.
Melinda Lee Rickelman has joined
the Ohio State University Development
Fund staff where she writes news and
feature stories about the need and use
of gifts, in addition to working on bro
chures, pamphlets and booklets for use
in financial campaigns.

Otterbein Alumni in Military Service

’59
Lewis F. Shaffer has been promoted
to the rank of major in the U. S. Air
Force. Major Shaffer is a personnel of
ficer at Hickam AFB, Hawaii, with the
61st Military Airlift Wing, a unit of the
Military Airlift Command which pro
vides global airlift for U. S. military
forces.

’60
Captain G. William Howe, on duty
at Tuy Hoa AB, Vietnam, is a HC-130
Hercules search and rescue helicopter
pilot with the 39th Aerospace Rescue
and Recovery Squadron, which per
forms combat and mercy air rescue
and evacuation.

’67
Sonny W. Tucker, x’67, is now con
nected with Njala University College at
Njala, Sierra Leone, where he is doing
extension work. After leaving Otterbein,
Mr. Tucker transferred to Agricultural
and Technical College in Greensboro,
North Carolina, where he received his
B.S., and then proceeded to University
of lllionis where he earned his Mas
ter’s.
Robert Woodruff is teaching Ameri
can history and English at Blendon
Junior High School in Westerville.

’61
Captain Thomas J. Cross has gradu
ated from the Air University’s Squadron
Officer School at Maxwell AFB, Ala
bama. Captain Cross, a space systems
operations officer, was specially se
lected for the 14-week professional of
ficer course in recognition of his po
tential as a leader in the aerospace
force. He has been assigned to Luke
AFB, Arizona, for duty.

’65
’68
Carol Jo Stevens Miller is teaching
fifth grade in her home town of Niles,
Ohio, where she is one of three teach
ers who were helped in their college
years by the Niles PTA Council’s schol
arship program.
Richard E. Reynolds was awarded the
Air Force Commendation Medal after
his discharge with the rank of captain
in December. He is currently teaching
elementary physical education in the
Columbus City Schools and served as
junior varsity basketball coach at Ot
terbein during the season just past. He,
his wife (Ellen Trout, x’68), and their
two-year-old son live in Westerville.

Keith Jarvis passed the BAR exam
ination November 8, 1969, and entered
the Air Force as Captain of the Judge
Advocate. He is stationed in Fayette
ville, North Carolina, Pope AFB.
Captain Vasken W. Moomjian has
been decorated with the Distinguished
Flying Cross for air action in Southeast
Asia. He distinguished himself as a
B-52 Stratofortress navigator in July,
1968, when flying through adverse
weather on a critical mission over Viet
nam, he directed the bombers to the
target area for the destruction of active
surface-to-air missile sites.
Also the recipient of five Air Medals
for sustained aerial flight during his

Southeast Asia tour. Captain Moomjian
was honored at Beale AFB, California,
where he now serves with the 744th
Bomb Squadron, a part of the Strategic
Air Command, the U. S. nuclear deter
rent force of long range bombers and
intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Captain William A. Ottewill was grad
uated from the Air University’s Squad
ron Officer School at Maxwell AFB, Ala
bama. He was specially selected for
the 14-week professional officer course
in recognition of his potential as a
leader in the aerospace force. Captain
Ottewill is now assigned to Eglin AFB,
Florida, as a missile launch officer.
First Lieutenant David R. Samson
has also graduated from the Air Uni
versity’s Squadron Officer School in
Alabama, for which he was selected in
recognition of his potential as a leader
in the aerospace force. He is now as
signed to Lackland AFB, Texas, as an
education and training officer.
First Lieutenant Charles W. Shackson is on duty at Korat Royal Thai AFB,
Thailand. He is an F-4E Phantom pilot
in a unit of the Pacific Air Forces.

'66
Lawrence L. Amstutz has been pro
moted to captain in the U. S. Air Force.
He is assigned to the 438th Services
Squadron, a unit of the Military Airlift
Command which provides global airlift
for U. S. military forces.
Captain Amstutz, a supply services
officer at McGuire AFB, New Jersey,
also received the U. S. Air Force Out
standing Supply Officer Certificate. He
was selected for the special award by
the Air Force Chief of Staff for his out
standing proficiency in fulfilling supply
responsibilities. The honor qualifies re
cipients for assignment to high-level
positions in supply fields which control
more than half of the Air Force budget.
Michael J. R. Fensler was promoted
to the rank of captain in the U. S. Air
Force, October 16, 1969. He is sta
tioned at Great Falls, Montana.
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Captain Warren R. H. Knapp is a
member of a unit that has earned the
U. S. Air Force Outstanding Unit Award.
His unit was cited for maintaining a
superior combat crew training program,
producing high-caliber USAF intercep
tor pilots, and sustaining an outstand
ing flying and ground safety record.
Captain Knapp, an information officer
in the 4780th Air Force Wing at Perrin
AFB, Texas, will wear the distinctive
service ribbon to mark his affiliation
with the unit.
James B. Miskimen has been elected
President of the Pease Air Force Base
Junior Officers’ Council for 1970.
Captain John A. Whalen has been
honorably discharged from the U. S.
Air Force after three and a half years
of active duty through an officers “early
out” program. He is presently enrolled
as a graduate student at Miami Uni
versity School of Business.

’67

First Lieutenant Gerald C. Bishop
has been awarded silver wings upon
graduation from the U. S. Air Force
navigator school at Mather AFB, Cal
ifornia. He will remain at Mather for
specialized training as a navigatorbombardier before reporting to his first
permanent unit for flying duty.
Second Lieutenant Jerry Launch is
assigned to Andrews AFB, Maryland, as
a Laboratory Officer in Mountain Grove
Medical Center.
John Scott reported for active duty
in Vietnam on November 1, 1969.

’68
Second Lieutenant Lance W. Lord is
a member of a unit which has earned
the U. S. Air Force Outstanding Unit
Award. The 321st was cited for mer
itorious service from July 1968 through
June 1969. It is part of the Strategic
Air Command, the U. S. nuclear deter
rent force of long range bombers and
intercontinental ballistic missiles. Lieu
tenant Lord, a missile launch officer
stationed at Grand Forks AFB, North
Dakota, will wear the distinctive service
ribbon to mark his affiliation with the
unit.
James A. MacKenzie has been
awarded his silver wings upon gradua
tion from U. S. Air Force navigator
training at Mather AFB, California. Lieu
tenant MacKenzie will be assigned to
Forbes AFB, Kansas, following special
ized aircrew training at Fairchild AFB,
Washington. He will serve with a unit
of the Tactical Air Command which
provides combat units for air support
of U. S. ground forces.
John O’Donnell entered the U. S.
Navy on August 8, 1968, for a fouryear enlistment. He is presently lo
cated in England.
Daniel Weaston recently graduated
from Officers Training School at Fort
Banning, Georgia. He is now stationed
at Fort Carson, Colorado.
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’69

Airman Michael L. Kuhn has gradu
ated with honors at Lowry AFB, Colo
rado, from the training course for U. S.
Air Force supply inventory specialists.
He is being assigned to Dover AFB,
Delaware, for duty with a unit of the
Military Airlift Command.
Second Lieutenant Dayre C. Lias has
entered U. S. Air Force pilot training at
Reese AFB, Texas. He will fly the new
est Air Force jet trainers and receive
special academic and military training
during the one-year course. He will be
awarded silver pilot wings upon com
pletion of the program.
Second Lieutenant Jeff J. Polles has
also entered U. S. Air Force pilot
training at Laredo AFB, Texas. He will
receive the same training as Lieutenant
Lias and be awarded silver pilot wings
upon completion of the Air Training
Command flying program.
Second Lieutenant Robert G. Dull
has graduated at Tyndall AFB, Florida,
from the training course for U. S. Air
Force weapons controllers. He has been
trained to direct operation and main
tenance of ground search and height
finding radars and is assigned to Luke
AFB, Arizona, for duty with the 4629th
Support Semi-Automatic Ground En
vironmental Squadron, a unit of the
Aerospace Defense Command, which
protects the U. S. against hostile air
craft and missiles.

Represent Otterbein
Several Otterbein alumni and staff
members have represented the college
recently at inaugural ceremonies at oth
er colleges and universities throughout
the country. They are:
Joseph B. Hemy, ’26, the inaugura
tion of Gordon Michalson as president
of the School of Theology in Clairmont,
California, on January 31.
Paul R. Capehart, ’34, the inaugura
tion of John Christopher Stevens as
president of Abilene Christian College
on February 21.
Dr. James V. Miller, the inauguration
of Thomas Langevin as president of
Capital University on March 9.
Dr. Thomas Kerr IV, the inauguration
of John Edward Corbally, Jr., as Chan
cellor of Syracuse University on April
30.

Advanced Degrees
Received by Alumni
Miami University: Mary Marvena
Blair, ’65, Master of Science, December
14, 1969.
Ohio University: Gary Allen, ’61, Mas
ter of Education, 1967.

University of Akron: Robert Charles
Horner, ’62, Master of Arts in Educa
tion, December 14, 1969; and William
D. Thompson, ’64, Master of Arts in
Education, December 14, 1969.
University of Iowa: Paul Bernard
Paulus, ’66, Master of Arts in Psychol
ogy, January 23, 1970.
University of Kansas: Jack B. Wright,
’65, Master’s Degree, 1967; Doctor of
Philosophy in Drama, October, 1969.
University of Virginia: Edward Drayer,
’64, Master of Arts in sociology, sum
mer, 1969.

Marriages
1929 — Florence A. Hans and Ken
neth A. Echard, ’29, November, 1969,
in Fort Lauderdale.
1961 — Muriel Ellen Ramsey, ’61,
and Edward D. Homer, June 21, 1969.
1962—Patricia Anne Nabergall and
David William Ewing, Jr., ’62, February
14, in Middletown.
1963 — Alice Hine and David Moser,
’63, October 26, 1968, in Waterford,
Michigan.
1965 — Paula Adrian and Jack B.
Wright, ’65, June, 1969.
Rebecca Ann Elliott and Stephen
Paul Ellis, ’65, March 20 in Birming
ham, Alabama.
Peggy E. Monroe and William A. Ottewill, ’65, December 21, 1969, in Hurlburt Field, Florida.
1965- 67 — Donna Rose Comery, 67,
and Gerald W. Crosby, ’65, October,
1969.
1966- Emily Arlene Smith, ’66, and
Donald Frederick Curie, August 16,
1969.
Sharon Washburn, ’66, and Donald
Kruckenberg, November 13, 1969, in
Columbus.
196769 — Suzanne Cooksey, '69,
and Joe Mullenix, ’67, June 21, 1969,
in Columbus.
1958 — Annalee Goldberg and Mi
chael T. McCloskey, '68, December,
1968, in Akron.
Cathy E. Gribler and David J. Speelman, ’68, July 13, 1969, in Dayton.
Pamela J. Holt and David R. Viers,
’68, December 27, 1969, in Westerville.
Linda R. Lang, ’68, and Michael P.
Wold, February 27 in Southfield, Michi
gan.
Mary Lee Warner, ’68, and Timothy
B. Llewellyn, July 18, 1969.
1968- 69 — Dorothy Goddard, ’68,
and Richard McKinney, ’69, August 24,
1969, in Richwood, Ohio.
Rachael Lynn Stinson, ’68, and Keith
Turner, ’69, June 29, 1969.
1968-71 — Deborah Anne Finlaw,
x’71, and Harry Wayne Wolfe, ’68, Jan
uary 31 in Zanesville.
1969 — Amy Doan, ’69, and Brent
Chivington, ’69, December 27, 1969.
Ruth Ellen Humphrey and Clyde
Lewis Jones, x’69, June 28, 1969, in
Camillus, New York.

Rebecca Ann Kranler, '69, and James
Edward Sheridan, Jr., April 4, at Canal
Winchester, Ohio.
Carolyn Dee Krumm, '69, and Den
nis Dean Heffner, '69, March 21 in
Columbus.
Sandra Lewis and Franklin E. Miller,
'69, December 20, 1969, in Monterey,
California.
Kathy Moody, '69, and Dean Rugh,
'69, August 9, 1969, in Dayton.
Rebecca Joanne Phelps, '69, and
Richard Louis Kimberly, June 28, 1969,
in Westerville.
Beverly Ann Younger, '69, and Mar
shall Wayne Winner, '69, December,
1969, in Pensacola, Florida.

Births
1954-56 — Mr. and Mrs. William 0.
Anderson, '56 (Dora Davis, AGE '54),
a son, Kristoffer Jon, January 8.
1958-59 — Mr. and Mrs. William
Rea, '58 (Vera Andreichuk, ’59), a
daughter, Andrea Michelle, December
29, 1969. She joins three brothers:
Joseph, 6; Chris, 4; and Timothy, 2.
1959 — Mr. and Mrs. David 0. Erisman, '59, a son, John David, January
6. They also have a daughter, Jill, 1.
1961 — Mr. and Mrs. David Heitz
(Phyllis Jenkins, '61), a daughter,
Susan Elizabeth, September 26, 1969.
They also have a son, John Thomas, 4.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Leohner, '61,
a son, Bart, January 29. They have four
other children: Brett, Gia, Adam, and
Michele.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Lewis, '61, a
daughter, Mary Alice, February 19. She
joins three other children: Ray, 15;
Randy, 12; and Sheryl, 5.
1962 — Mr. and Mrs. James Nicklaus (Nancy Ann Wurster, ’62), a
daughter, Lucie Kinnereth, August 9,
1969.
Mr. and Mrs. David Schar, '62 (Sharron Smith, ’62), a son, Timothy David,
August 15, 1969.
1963 — Mr. and Mrs. David Moser,
'63, a daughter, Michele Ann, Septem
ber 10, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stockman (Nor
ma Smith, '63), a son, John Martin,
November 15, 1969.
1964-65 — Mr. and Mrs. M. Joseph
Miller, '64 (Joyce Rugh, ’65), a son,
David Joseph, June 11, 1969.
1966 — Mr. and Mrs. David T. Arth
(Linda Rote Arth, ’66), a son, Eric
David, December 24, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Keller (Patricia
Price, ’66), a son, Matthew Richard,
November 30, 1969.
1966- 69 — Mr. and Mrs. Jack S.
Gruber, '66 (Annmary Miller, ’69), a
daughter, Stephanie, November 9, 1969.
1967- 68—Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Carlsen, '67 (Rose Orwick, ’68), a
daughter, Laura Lynn, September 28,
1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clamons, a son,
Steven Frederick, born May 27, 1969,
adopted September 18, 1969. They also
have a daughter, Karen, 2.

Deaths
Academy ’02 — We have been noti
fied of the death of Josiah Bailey, at
the age of 93.
1906— Burial was in Lakeland, Flor
ida, for Edgar James Lesher who died
at the Carpenter Retired Home in Lake
land on February 7. He is survived by
a sister and seven children.
1907— Harry F. Sayre died on De
cember 27, 1969. He was a member
of the United Methodist Church and
the B.P.O.E. of Columbus. After gradu
ation from Otterbein, he was admitted
to the Ohio Bar Association in 1917.
He is survived by his wife, Louise, a
daughter, a brother, and two grand
children.
1908 — Estella C. Deller, x’08, died
January 29 in Eugene, Oregon. She is
survived by three sons: E. Mark, Paul
M. and Wendell M. Her husband, Wil
liam N. Deller, '05, died in 1930.
1916 — We have been notified re
cently of the death of Mrs. L. L. Goodnow (Estella Potts, x’16) on June 13,
1968.
1917 — Former Jeromesville school
superintendent Harold H. Geiger died
December 21, 1969, in the Dunlap
Memorial Hospital in Orrville. Mr. Gei
ger had received his master’s degree
from Ohio State University after gradu
ation from Otterbein. He was a mem
ber of the Jeromesville United Meth
odist Church, the Ashland Masonic
Lodge, a past president of the Jeromes
ville Lions Club, and a veteran of
World War I. Surviving are his wife,
Mabel, two children, and four grand
children.
Mrs. Elmo Lingrel (Mary Alta Nel
son) died in her home in Middletown
on January 26 after an extended ill
ness. She was active and involved in
her husband’s work as director of
athletics at Middletown High School
and was a member of the Century Club,
the American Association of University
Women, and the WSCS of the First
United Methodist Church where she
was a member. She is survived by her
husband and two brothers.
We have been notified of the death
of Floyd H. McCombs, x’17, in Jan
uary. He is survived by four sons.
1918 — The Reverend Dr. Fay M.
Bowman, a former pastor of Bancroft
United Methodist Church and noted
church leader, died February 10 in a
Toledo hospital after a two-month ill
ness. Dr. Bowman was active and in
fluential in the growth of the former
Evangelical United Brethren Church,
served as a trustee of Otterbein from
the former Ohio Sandusky Conference,
and was awarded the honorary Doctor
of Divinity by Otterbein in 1947. He is
survived by his wife, Grace A., three
children and seven grandchildren.
1921 — Fenton V. Stearns, a forrner
engineer with General Electric, died
on January 21. He is survived by his
wife (Lois Sellers, ’22), two children,
and five grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs.
Stearns were featured on page 17 of
the Autumn issue of TOWERS.
1936 — We have been notified of
the death of Harold E. Nichols of Dayton on December 21, 1969. He leaves

Mack A. Grimes

Past-President Dies
Funeral services were held March 7
for Mack A. Grimes, '41, immediate
past president of the Otterbein Alumni
Association, who died in Columbus af
ter a brief illness.
Vice-president of the Dean and Barry
Paint Company, Columbus, Mr. Grimes
had previously taught business admin
istration at Otterbein from 1945-47.
He had maintained a consistently high
interest in and loyalty to his college,
and had served on the Development
Board in addition to his other services.
Active in church affairs, he was a
member of the Church of the Master
United Methodist (formerly First EUB),
Westerville. Mr. Grimes was a member
and officer of various professional
groups and was president of the Colum
bus Downtown Kiwanis Club in 1966.
He is survived by his wife. Myrtle
and two daughters, Mrs. Thomas (Con
nie) Pottenburg, '68, Westerville, and
Peggy, an Otterbein junior.
The Mack A. Grimes Memorial has
been established as part of the
bein College Building Fund. (See “Mack
A. Grimes Memorial,’’ page 6.)
a wife, two daughters, and three grand
children.
.
,
1949 — We have learned recently of
the death of Mrs. John R. Jacoby (Mar
ion J. Rollins) in September of 1969.
1952 — Mr. Lawrence E. Moyer died
in December, 1969. He is survived by
his wife.
Honorary Alumnus — Dr. Merle W.
Harner, recipient of an honorary alum
nus award in 1957, died on December
2, 1969. For 38 years. Dr. Harner was
professor of New Testament Interpre
tation at United Theological Seminary,
Dayton. He is survived by his wife, four
daughters, and ten grandchildren. Three
of his daughters graduated from Otter
bein. They are: Mrs. Robert Pendell
(Linda Mae Harner, ’58), Mrs. Robert
L. Studer (Ruth Ellen Harner, ’56), and
Mrs. Roger S. Dybvig (Elizabeth Har
ner, ’53).
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SPORTS SCHEDULE: May 2 — Baseball at Central State (2) 1 p.m.;
Golf at Ohio Conf. Tourn. (Denison); Tennis at Muskingum 2 p.m.
May 4 — Golf with Capital 1 p.m.; Tennis at Ohio Wesleyan 3:30 p.m.
May 6 — Baseball at Kenyon 3:30 p.m. May 7 — Tennis with Mus
kingum 3:30 p.m.
May 9 — Baseball at Mount Union (2) 1 p.m.; Golf at Ohio Conf.
Tourn. (Wooster); Tennis with Baldwin-Wallace 1 p.m.; Track at Ohio
Wesleyan 1:15 p.m. May 12 — Tennis at Capital 3 p.m.; Track at
Capital 3:30 p.m. May 13 — Baseball at Muskingum 3:15 p.m.
May 15 — Golf at Akron (Denison, Wittenberg) 1 p.m.; Tennis at
Ohio Conf. Tourn. (Denison); Track at Ohio Conf. Tourn. (Ohio Wes
leyan).
May 16 — Baseball with Wooster (2) (cancelled if either team in
Ohio Conf. playoffs) 1 p.m.; Tennis at Ohio Conf. Tourn. (Denison);
Track at Ohio Conf. Tourn. (Ohio Wesleyan). May 19 — Baseball at
Capital 3:30 p.m. May 23 — Baseball with Urbana (2) 1 p.m.; Golf
at Akron (Ohio Wesleyan) 1 p.m.

Other interesting trips include visits
to the British Museum for the best
in art objects from the Egyptian,
Greek and Roman worlds; the Nation
al Gallery for the finest collection of
painting available outside the Louvre
(some say it is better); and several
quiet hours in places like Westmin
ster Abbey (particularly the Hall of
Kings), Christopher Wren’s great St.
Paul’s Cathedral (no trip to London
would be complete without walking
to the top of the dome and visiting
the whispering gallery), Southwark
Cathedral (where Shakespeare wor
shipped) and Dicken’s Old Curiosity
Shop.
For trips outside London a couple
of days in Stratford-Upon-Avon will
provide the quietest, most pleasantly
contrasting experience to London one
can imagine. The rolling foothills,
neatly kept farmhouses, thatched-roof
half-timbered houses dating from the
fifteenth century, sparkling creeks
and hedge enclosed meadows prob
ably look much as it did in Shake
speare’s day.

MAY DAY IS MAY 16. Traditional coronation ceremonies will be 10:30
a.m. at the Campus Center, with the musical “My Fair Lady’’ in Cowan
Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Notes on Cultural Events
ALUMNI DAY Those whose class year ends in either 0 or 5 will be
having a reunion on June 13, 1970. As usual, there will be a coffee
hour preceding the Alumni Luncheon, with picture taking following.
Chairmen for the reunions are:
1895, 1900, 1905 .......................................The Alumni Office
1910......................................................... Lillian R. Shoemaker
1915............................................................. Edward H. Dailey
1920 ......................................... Gilbert and Lillie Water Mills
1925 .................................................................. Abel J. Ruffini
1930 .................... Lucy Hanna Raver, Evelyn Edwards Bale
1935 .................................................................. Stewart A. Cox
1940 .......................Charles and Kathleen O’Brien Messmer
1945 .......................................................Mary Katherine Lord
1950 .................................................................... John D. Lyter
1955 ......................................................... Dwight C. Kreischer
1960 ......................................................... Mervyn C. Matteson
1965 .................................................................. Perry W. Doran
BACCALAUREATE AND COMMENCEMENT will be Sunday, June 14.
Speaker for the morning baccalaureate service will be Dr. Howard
Jamieson, Dean of Students at Pittsburgh-Zenia Theological Seminary.
Dr. Jamieson’s son. Jack, is a graduating senior.
Ambassador to the United States from Sierra Leone, John Akar, ’x50,
will address seniors and guests in the afternoon commencement cere
monies. (See “African Ambassador’’ page 20).

A recent highlight of the year’s dra
matic activities was the appearance
of professional guest actor George
Grizzard in the Otterbein Theatre pro
duction of Shakespeare’s “Twelfth
Night.’’ Mr. Grizzard and the produc
tion as a whole received high acclaim
from area critics.
Under student sponsorship, the
popular music group The Brooklyn
Bridge performed in March.
Last Artist Series event was the ap
pearance April 10 of The Beaux Arts
Trio. Other programs in 1970 in
cluded “The Barber of Seville’’ by the
Canadian Opera Company, an evening
of guitar music by the Los Indios
Tabajaros and a cello concert by ar
tist in residence Tsuyoshi Tsutsumi.
The production by the theater and
music departments of the hit musical
“My Fair Lady’’ will be May 14-16.

